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Agricultural Production 1

Introduction

Welcome to this unit of the SMAT materials, Agricultural
Production 1 .

SMAT stands for Support Materials for Agricultural Training.
SMAT will help you improve your written and spoken
communication skills and your numeracy skills, so you can
succeed at training programs or communicate more successfully
in your workplace.

This unit helps you with the reading, writing and spoken
communication skills you need to deal with agricultural
production. This unit is not a course in agricultural production,
but it will support you if you do a course in agricultural
production.

Where this fits

SMAT has four topics: Agricultural Production, Farmers as
Employers, Farm Management and Leadership, and Occupational Health

and Safe*.

This unit is Level 1 of Agricultural Production. There are three
units of Agricultural Production: Level 1 (starting), 2 (continuing)
and 3 (completing). Each unit has two parts: Communication
Skills and Numeracy.

After you finish this unit, you could try the other units at the
same level: Farmers as Employers 1 ,Farm Management and Leadership
1, Occupational Health and Safeo 1.

Then you could try the units at a higher level.

You do not have to complete every unit in SMAT. It is up to
you to choose the most useful parts and work through them.

1 6
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How to use these materials

You can use the SMAT materials by yourself, with someone to
help you, or in a group or class. It is hard to work by yourself; so
it is a good idea to have someone who can give you advice and
feedback (a mentor). This person could be a trainer from a
college or community centre, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.

The unit is written so you can start at the beginning and work
through it. Or if you like you can choose parts of the unit and
only do those parts. Spend more time on the parts which are
most useful for you. If something is not useful, you can skip it.

There is no certificate to go with the SMAT materials. But
SMAT helps you improve your skills so you can do other
courses and get other certificates. For example: Farm$mart,
Rural Business Management and courses run by the Department
of Natural Resources and Environment. You will also find that
working through SMAT improves the communication and
numeracy skills that you need in your working life.

Outcomes

After you finish the SMAT materials, you will be able to
communicate more effectively in speech and writing and use
numeracy skills more effectively. You will be able to fill in forms,
scan information and improve your telephone skills.

How long should I spend?

This depends on you. The amount of time will be different if
you are working by yourself or in a group, with a mentor or
without, and if you do all the activities or not. Take enough
time to do all the activities that are relevant to you, to a standard
high enough to satisfy you.

Activities

Each unit has a number of activities for you to do. In the
communications units there are four types of activities:

7
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key word activities

reading activities

writing activities

spoken communication activities.

In the numeracy units there are numeracy activities.

Sometimes you can write answers to these activities in the book.
Sometimes it is better to write them in a notebook. Sometimes,
for the spoken communication activities you will need to speak
to some other people.

In some places there are also practice writing and practice
reading activities. These are extra activities. You can choose to
do them if you think you want extra practice in something.

Most of the activities have model answers in the back of the
book. You can also ask your mentor to check your answers.

What you need

Before you start, make sure you have the following:

a notebook (A4 size is best)

pens, pencils, highlighter pens

a file or folder to keep extra papers.

Assessment

There is no formal assessment for SMAT. But it is a good idea
to have a mentor look at what you have done. That way you can
decide together what you have learned and what you still need
to improve.

Remember, the SMAT materials are a resource for you to use to
improve your skills. It is up to you how you use them and how
much of them you use.
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Commodities

Grains, beef, pigs, wool, milk, fruit are all examples of
commodities. The picture below shows you some commodities.

Figzffe 1: Commodities

Look at the following two pictures of farms. How are they
different? What commodities do they produce?

4
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Figure 2: Two farms
Photos courtesy of Victorian Lancicare Magatine

Many farms only produce one or two commodities, such as
milk or wool. But some farmers have branched out into
farming new commodities. This is called diversification.

5 1 0-
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production
commodities the different things you grow

on your farm

diversification

production

profit

olvitu_ Activity 1

producing new commodities
on your farm

how much you grow or
produce

the money you make in your
business

This activity helps you practise writing the names of
commodities.

1. Here are some examples of commodities. Write them
under the headings: livestock, poultry, grains, horticulture,
flowers, others. Add any other commodities you can think
of.

Apples, beef, wheat, potatoes, malting barley, pulses, canola,
lupins, oats, asparagus, fish, citrus, rye, vetch, linseed, lentils,
tomatoes, daffodils, milk, prime lambs, vealers, wool, eggs,
broilers, goat meat, porkers, ostrich feathers, boat wethers.

Livestock Poultry Grains Horticulture Flowers Others

milk eggs barley potatoes daffodils

6 ii
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2. Write a list of the commodities produced on your farm.

Predicting

The following article in Activity 2 is from the Weekly Times. It
describes a farm where diversification is very important.
Reading this article will help you develop your reading skills in
detail.

Before you start you can probably predict something about the
article.

Reading skill: predicting

You can often guess the subject of an article before you read it.
You can predict what the article is about by looking at the
heading and the pictures.

7
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1. Look at the picture with this article. What does it show
you about the farm?

Figure 3: Rowan and Colin Peel
Photo murky of The Heraki & Weekly Times

2. Read these questions first. Then read the article and
answer the questions.

In what ways is Rowan and Colin's farm different
from most farms?

How big is the farm?

8 13
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What commodities do they have on their farm?

Which commodity is the largest part of their
production?

Diversification
Rowan and Colin Peel are

two brothers from south west
Victoria. Their farm is an
example of diversification.

The brothers, with their
wives Erika and Sally, produce
fine wool, prime lambs, grain,
poultry and hydroponic
tomatoes.

Their 1300 ha properties are
in Winchelsea and Inverleigh. In
the past, like most farms in their
region, they produce wool and
crops. In the 1980's, 50,000
broilers were introduced.

Today, cropping is 20% of
the operation, wool 15%,
broilers 30%, lambs 20% and
tomatoes 15%.

Cropping on the farm is 100
ha of canola, 200 ha of winter

wheat and 110 ha of malting
barley. Linseed is also cropped
when the season starts wet.

The brothers have changed
their farming practices too.
They have also changed the
bloodline of their sheep.

They use computers to
record farm finances and data.
"The computer gives you a great
feel for the farm - you keep track
of your costs and it helps with
decision making," says Rowan.
"We've always run the farm as a
business." With their
diversification and modern
methods, the brothers are
looking at a bright future.

Joanne Collins

Figure 4: Diversification article
Reprinted courteg of the Herald & Weekb, Times

3. Think about your own farm. Could you diversify in the
same way? Would it be a good idea?

9 14
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4. Make a list of possible commodities you could produce
in future.

Abbreviations

Sometimes we do not write a word in full. We write a short
form, like 1300 ha for 1300 hectares.

Short forms are called abbreviations.

dolvitd_ Activity 3

1. Do you know these abbreviations? They are written in
italics. Write the full word next to each example.

Young lambs sold for 149c/kg.

The city is 200 km from here.

Beef prices are falling in the USA.

OH&S is important on farms.

io
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This is a 4 VD utility.

The price of wheat has fallen 3.5pc.

2. Make a list of some more abbreviations you know.
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Discussions

Everyone has different views about issues. Here are some things
farmers at a Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) meeting had
to say about diversifying.

Farmers have to change.
The old ways are not the best ways.

We have got to survive.

It's better to do one thing well.
I know dairying. I can't risk

changing.

We are making money from
our grapevines now.

We did our homework:It's
paid off.

It's not as easy as it sounds.
You have to spend money to
set up. There's no return for

two years.

Having a say

All the people who had a say about diversifying were easy to
understand. Telling other people what you think is easy if you:

12 17
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use simple language

choose words carefully

make points clearly

keep to the topic.

00vit1 Activity 4

1. Let's practise giving an opinion. What is your view? Is
diversification a good thing?

You can make some notes here.

2. What do you think about these questions:

- Are rural rail services good enough?
- Are agricultural census forms easy to fill in?

Think about:

what words you would use
what points you would make.

Write down your ideas here.
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Getting a response

All of us like to have a say and share ideas. We also like to
hear what other people think about our ideas.

Let's go back to that VFF talk. Al joined in.

I'm too old to go to a course
and learn new things.

What do you think, Key?

Asking people is a good way to hear what they think.

But you don't always have to ask. Often, looking at people as
you talk to them gives you an idea of their reactions.

They may nod to show they agree or disagree. They may frown
to show you that you are using words they don't understand.
You might be talking too quickly for them, so they look
confused.

You might need to stop and check.

1 4 9
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You can ask:

QL Activity 5

1. Next time you have a conversation in a group, notice what
people do as they listen to others. Note down what you
see.

2. How did the person check if people understood or agreed
with their ideas?

15,
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Listening to others

Let's go back to the VFF talk. Here Vin is telling Lee about his
idea to buy some red deer.

What do you want to do
that for Vin?

Well Lee, I've done my
homework. There's a big

export market.

Sounds risky to me! Ill stick
to my Herefords and wheat.

We all like to think that we are good listeners, but many of us
are not. Often we are so keen to have our say that we don't listen
to others. Lee does not listen to Vin. She is talking at him, rather
than thinking about what he is saying. She just wants Vin to
listen to her ideas.

21
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o'olvita., Activity 6

Next time you are in a discussion check how well you listen. Fill
in the following checklist.

Yes No

Did you listen to the person?

Did you look at the person speaking?

Did you ask questions?

Did you let other people have a say as

well as you?

Did you interrupt?

Did you nod to show agreement or

disagreement?

Disagreeing with someone

We need to be prepared to have people disagree with what we
say. How do you show that you disagree with someone's ideas?

Look at this conversation between Vin and Lee.

Look Lee, I know you don't
want to change but . . .

Do you want to know what I
think. It's rubbish Vin.

There are better ways Lee could have shown that she disagreed
with Vin.

17
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When we have a discussion, we will not always agree with the
ideas of others. Yet they should have their say. Then we can
disagree with them, without making them feel bad.

If you want to show that you don't agree with an idea, focus on
what a person says. Don't have a go at the person. It could lead
to ill feeling.

Here are some ways you can disagree with someone.

Yes Lee, I know what you're
saying about the red deer, but
have you thought about . . . .?

Vin, you can look at it
another way . . .

Lee, I take your point, but
you need to also .. .

I don't agree with what
you said about milk yield

Vin, because in my
experience . . .

That's fine, but . . .

Notice how these people disagree. They comment on the point
being made and then say "but" to show that they have a
different viewpoint.

18 23
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c1.L Activity 7

See if you can express disagreement without having a go at the
person.

Here's what a government minister said at a community meeting
last year.

We're closing the local hospital because
there's a bigger and better one 50 kilometre.s
down the road. Your hospital is old and needs a
lot of money spent on it. Most of you go to the

city to see a specialist anyway.

What would you say to the minister? Make some notes for a
response.

Advertisements for sales

There are different ways of reading. You do not always read
things in detail.

Sometimes you just want to find something quickly. For
example, if you want to buy some sheep, you can look in the
newspaper advertisements (ads) for the key words "Sheep sale".
This kind of reading is called scanning.

19' 2 4
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OWUS Reading skills: scanning

JIC
Scanning means reading quickly to find something you want.
You just look for the words you want and ignore the rest.

t0 Activity 8

The next activity helps you practise your scanning skills. You are
going to scan some small ads for a number of commodities for
sale.

The following farmers are looking at sales in the paper:

Ron wants to buy some merino rams.

Ali needs some Hereford cows.

Maureen wants to buy some sows.

Fred needs some ostriches.

Maria wants some Pink Lady apple trees.

Mike needs some chickens.

20 2 5
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Here are some ads from a newspaper. Look at them quickly, and
find one ad that is of interest to each person, Ron, Ali,
Maureen, Fred, Maria and Mike. Scan for the key words for each
person. Write the letter and title of the ad under the person's
name. For example, the first answer is:

Ron wants to buy some merino rams.

A: Melbourne Merino Classic

!ICC tlikitionfwe VACC

dfe,Pino- Class&
Sunday 20 July, 1997

Royal Melbourne Showgrounds
Epsom Road, Ascot Vale

107 TOP STUD MERINO RAMS 107

INSPECTION: 9:00AM AUCTION: 11:00AM
From the following leading Muds:
Rokeby, Yarrawonga, Merryville, Oakbank, Winton,
Tibbereenah, Roseville Park, Tara Park, HIllcreston, Middle
View, Sierra Park, Stockman. Pleasant Park, Hillcreston Park.
Old Cobran, The Fringe, Mt Yu long, Karma la. Grath lyn.
Glenleigh, East Roseville, Waldeck, Parabun. Castellon,
Avonsworth, Rockbank, Bundaleer, Panorama. Ash field.
Wirrilla, Bocoble, Terrick West. Kilburnie, Glendonald.
Elarrackville. Mertignee, Eullemalita.

FFniffiriWqtY Nrit
(03) 91321 4500 (03) 9347 5133 (03)9509 5222

Sale ad: A

BARWON
ALL BREEDS

SHEEP OPEN DAY
SUNDAY

OCTOBER 5, 1997
FEATURING OVER

30 STUDS
FROM 17 BREEDS

Major Sponsor
IrrA For further information:

Bruce Dupe (03) 5288 7227
VACC David Everist - Stock & Land

(03) 9287 0900littrfai 017 153 487Istserene

Sale ad: C

21

WARRNAM BOO L
MONTHLY STORE

CATTLE SALE
Friday, July 25, 1997

COMMENCING AT 1.00PM

LOCAL BREEDERS
500 CATTLE 500
Comprising approximately:-
230 STEERS, 10-22 months.
150 HEIFERS. 8-22 months, unjoined.
120 COwS 8 HEIFERS calved & or springing.
Including Aic Breeder
35 ANGUS FRIESIAN X HEIFERS, 18-22

months, unjoined.
40 ANGUS FRIESIAN X STEERS, 18-22 months.

WPh 10313560 614 Fat 103)3560 614

RRNAMBOOL STOCK ikGENTSASSOC.INC.

4

Sale ad: B

STOCK FOR
PRIVATE SALE

BENDIGO
15 HEREFORD COWS, 3rd calf at foot

to 8 weeks. Top quality cows and
calf outfit priced to sell. $400.00.

12 HEREFORD HEIFERS, 2 years
plus, depastured Angus bull
December/Janaury calving. Front
paddock heifers. $400.00.

120 1ST B/L X MERINO EWE LAMBS,
spring drop, Novebrner shorn, well
grown. $43.00.

Ian Carmichael 018 510 232
(03) 5443 6188

1 7 FRIESIAN/ANGUS &
FRIESIAN/HEREFORD HEIFERS.
2 years. depastured Hereford bull
for August calving. Top quality and
condition. $380.00.

Rob Bolton 018 509 136

Wesfarmers

gay
0

Sale ad: D

BESTCOPY AVAILABLE



POULTRY AUCTION
EUROA POULTRY CLUB
INC. Sun. July 20. Penning
9 am. to 11 am. Auction-
ing begins 11.30 a.m. 150

ns queJity birds followed
by 400 general lots, max.

lots per exhibitor. No
invitation auction for 1997.
Licensed auctioneer 17.5%
commission. Full catering
available. For all bookings
and enquiries phone

Roly Holmes
(03)5798 1361

Sale ad: E

AVOCA

FOREST

MERINO STUD

SHEEP
SHEEP 700 weth. 300
ewe Nov/Des 96 drop

lambs May thorn.
Offers Invited.

RAMS 19.21 MIC.
LARGE QUANTITY OF

BALANSA CLOVER
SEED.

P11' SILAGE
FOR SALE.

Walking floor truck
available for cartage. Or
can load tippers. Test
available. Ex quality.
Surplus Machinery.

40 bag oat feeder $800:
Bofors trailer $300: 5'

rotary hoe as new
$3000: 2 row planters as

new $1000: 2 row fert
box & tool bar $1500; 40'

Harrow bar as new
$3000 ONO. ro Hyd lotd

boomspray goodorder
$6500.

Ph. (03) 5496 2222
Fax (03) 5496 2227

Sale ad: F

r I fp)
t r' rl

FOE"' SALE
Red Breabum
Top Red
TAS AG 8
Fuji (AKI FU 1)
Fuji (NAGA FU 2)
Gala
Pink Lady
Jonagold

Available
on

either
M9, M26

or MM106
rootstock

blow's the time to start planting so don' t be
disappointed, call/fax us now for more information,

TUMUT PLAINS RD NURSERY
" .4 47 nent

Sale ad: H

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

PIG DISPERSAL
SALE

At Ballarat Saleyards In The Dairy Pavillion

Friday, July 25, 1997
12 NOON

A/c O.D.P. Pty Ltd
CRESSY. TASMANIA

250 JOINED SOWS
Av parity 3.2 cycles

Herd is based on PIC pigs using
Camborough 15 females and PIC

350 boars.
Due from 25/08/97 Onwards

Register by Number System, Terms: Cash
Catalogues & further particulars from the

Conjunctional selling agents.

,/oVif ORD DOWLING
PII.L713

BALIAR AT
PH (03) 5335 8604

Trevor Hostler
.(11 (03) 5344 8222

Mobile 0M 508 191J

MAX & BRUCE
BALHARRIE P/L

ACN 1)56 175 100

BALLARAT
PH (031 5332 4794

Mae Balharrie
Mobile 018 503 106

Brute Balharrie
Mobile 018 503 656

Sale ad: G

Ostrich Auction
SundaylOWIty, 1997. 11.00 AM
960 McDonalds Drain Road East

Pakenham 3810

Under Instruction From Various Vendors
Approx 150 Birds To Be Offered
African Blacks, Australian, Fls.

Zimbabwe Blue Hen
Breeders, Juveniles & Chicks

Transport Available
Light Luncheon Available

An Outstanding Opportunity To Acquire
Quality Stock

Ostrich computer programme on display
Terms: Strictly cash or approved cheque

on day of sale.

All birds to be sold separately
other than chiCks.

Figure 5: Sales Ads

22 2 7
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Yellow Pages

0611s

The phone book, especially the Yellow Pages, can be very
useful for farmers, if you know how to find what you want.

In this section you will do some activities using the Yellow
Pages. This will help you to use it in your business and personal
life.

The information in phone books, street directories and
dictionaries is listed in alphabetical order, so you need to know
the alphabet to use these books.

Reading skills: alphabetical order

An alphabet ruler can help if you are not sure of the order. An
example of an alphabet ruler is given below.

You can make an alphabet ruler like this if you are not sure of
alphabetical order. You can write it on a card, cut it out and
keep it to use when you need it.

AB CD EFGH I JK LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcde f g hi j k 1 mnopqr s tuvwxyz

Figure 6: Alphabetical ruler

c.PL Activity 9

If you want to practise the alphabet, try this activity. You can
use your alphabet ruler.

1. These services are all advertised in the Yellow Pages. Here,
they are mixed up. Put them in alphabetical order:

VETERINARY SURGEONS

MARKETS

COMPUTER SERVICES

23 2a
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INSURANCE

FARM EQUIPMENT

The initial letters are V, M, C, I, E As you can see on the
alphabet ruler, the first of these letters is C, so
COMPUTER SERVICES should come first. Now
complete the list:

COMPU1ER SERVICES

2. In the last exercise, the first letters of the word were all
different. Now try these words, which all begin with the
same letter. The words are mixed up. Put them in
alphabetical order by looking at the second or third letters
to decide the alphabetical order.

For example, SEMI-TRAILERS should come before
SHEARERS because E comes before H in the alphabet.

SHEARERS

SEMI-TRAILERS

SEED MERCHANTS

STOCK AND STATION AGENTS

SPORTS GROUNDS

2 9
24



Agricultural Production 1

Using the index

The index is at the front of the Yellow Pages. It lists all the
services in alphabetical order, with a page number. Here is part
of the index from the Melbourne Yellow Pages.

Tenn Pages. 1997 Melbourne - egelstra Corporation Limited 1996 Help Line can 13 2378 43 FabricFltting F

.ABRIC BONDING & COATING...1097
418RIC PROTECTION-See

Carpet &for Furniture Cleaning 8
Protection 524

Motor Car 8 Truck Cleaning
Services L-Z 1962

,ABRIC PROTECTION
SUPPLIES-See
Carpet 6/or Furniture Cleaning 8

Protection 524
Furnishings-RM.' 1272

,ABRIC TES11NG-See
Inspection 8 Testing Services_____1555

'ABRICATED STEEL FITTINGS-See
'Steel Fabricators 6/or Mfrs L-Z 2782

rABRICATORS-See
Aluminium Fabricators 159
Pipe Fabricators 1-0 2301
Plastics-Foam Fabricators &

Processors LE 2321
Stainless Steel Products &

Equipment L-2 2769
Steel Fabricators &Mr Mfrs L-Z 2782

FABRICSINDUSTRIAL. 1098
FABRICSKNITTED OR

WOVEN 1098
FABRICS-RETAIL-See

Curtains & Curtain Fabrics-Retail -819
Drapers 939
Dress Materials 941
Furnishings-Retail 1272

1-2 2694
FABRICS-WOVEN-See

Fabrics-Knitted or Woven 1098
Teethe Mihs LI 2919
Textiles-W'sale L-Z 2919
Weavers L-Z 3131

FACE PAINTING-See
Entertainen Alor Entertainers'

FACtAL AEATMENT-See
Beauty Salons 298
Hair Removal 1398
Skin Treatment. ...... ........ 1-2 2699

FACSIMILE EQUIPMENT,
SUPPLIES & SERVICE 1099

FACSIMILE SERVICES-
INTERNATIONAL-See
Facsimile &Mr Telex Communication

Services... . .. . .............. . .. 1106
International Telecommunications

Services 1592
FACSIMILE 8,/OR TELEX

COMMUNICATION SERVICES 1108
See Also

International Telecommunications
Services 1592

FACTORING ORGANIZATIONS-See
Finence-Factoring........--- 1140

FACTORY BUILDING MAi-NTENANCE
SERVICES-See
Building Maintenance Services-

Commercial 425
FACTORY CLEANING-See

Cleaning Contractors-Commercial &
Industrial 621

Window Cleaning L-Z 3174
FACTORY CLEARANCE

OUTLETS.. _ 1107
See Also

Clothing-Samples 8 Seconds 646
FAIRY FLOSS-See

Amusement Equipment.- 162
Confectionery-Wsalers & Mfrs 759

FAIRY SHOPS-See
Children's Wear-Retail -601
Gift Shops 1352

FAMILY CENTRES-See
Community Centres.. 664

FAMILY COUNSELLING-See
CounsellinrMarriage, Family &

Family Planning. . 1108
Organizations-.Family Welfare-L-2 2135

FAMILY CRESTS-See
Heraldry 1462

FAMILY DAY CARE-See
Child Care Centres 597

FAMILY HISTORIES TRACED-See
Genealogy 1345

FAMILY PLANNING. 1108
FAMILY WELFARE

ORGANIZATIONS-See
Organizations-Family Welfare-L-2 2135

FAN & BLOWER MAINTENANCE &
REPAIRS-See
Farts & Blowers 1110

FANCY DRESSRETAIL Li/OR
FOR HIRE 1108

FANS A BLOWERS 1110
FARM & AGRICULTURAL

ADVISORY SERVICES 1113

1062

FARM CONTRACTING
SERVICES 1113
See Also

Artificial Breeding Services ....
Fencing Contractors.- .- .... 1117
Fertilleer 6/or MsecticIde

SpreadIng....... .... . 1130
Livestock Transim;I: ier;dces....L.-2 1763
Seed Cleaning, Drying & Grading

Services.. . .. - ......... ....... L-Z 2633
Shearing CoW.ractfts.. . 2643

FARM EQUIPMENT &
SUPPUES 1113
See Also

Agricultural Machinery 123
Sheep Shearing Equipment 8

Supplies- ............ L-2 2643
FARM FENCING-See

Fencing Contractors.. ...... .... 1117
Fencing Materials 1128

FARM HOLIDAYS-See
Holidays 8 Resorts 1493

FARM MACHINERY-See
Agricultural Machinery 123

FARM MANAGEMENT ADV1S0RY
SERVICES-See
Farm & Agricultural Advisory

Services
FARM SHEDS-See

Buildings-Prtfabricated edor
Transportable-Commercial &
Industrial 432

Garage Builders &Mr Prelabricators 1314
FARM SUPPLIES-See

Fawn Equipment A Supplith 1113
FARMERS .. 1114

See Also
Alpaca Breeders...-. .................. 157
Apple 8 Pear Gnmers 181

Deer Farmers.-- .............. 840
Fruit 8/or Berry G.rowers 1248
Garne Farmers 8,Jor Dealers...- - 1313
Goat Fanners 1377

Horse Stud Breeders &Air Dealers-1504
Mushroom &Mr Spawn

Suppliers. L-Z 2061
Oyster Suppliers &Mr

Farmers L.2 2141
Pig Breeders liJor Dealers 2300
Poultry Farmers & Dealers La 2382
Stud Breeders-Cattle &Mr

Sheep 1-2 2807
Surtrifire Groaers edor

L-2 2807
Vegetable Growers. L-2 3074
Wineries Wel Vineyards ...... L-2 3196
Worm Farms . L-Z 3204

FARMERS' ORGANIZATIONS-See
Orr

"*nixations-PrintaryProduLn-t 2136
FARR1ERS-See

Blacksmiths &Or Farriers 328
FASCIA-METAL-See

Guttering & Sssooung 1391
FASHION ACCESSORIES 1114
FASHION AGENTS 1114
FASHION BUYERS-See

Boling &Mr Advisory Services 459
FASHION DESIGNERS-See

_Designers-Textile Ida Fashlon.....- 883
FASHION 1114

See Also
Jewellers-Retail
Aftellers-W'sale &Mr Mho._ .

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHERS-See
Photographers-Advertising 8

Fashion.. .- La 2259
FASHION WEAR-LADIES-

RETAIL-See
Boutiques.. 369
Ladies' Wear-Retall La 1706
Ladies Wear-Specialised

Fittings La 1711
Sportswear & Swirtwear-

Retail._ L-Z 2757
FASTENERSINDUSTRIAL 1115
FASTENERSSUDE a/OR

SNAP 1118
FAX-See

Facsimile Equipment, Supplies 8
Service 1099

Facsimile 8/or Tea Communication
Services . 1106

FEATHER APPAREL 8
NOVELTIES-See
Feathers 8 Down-Supplies 8Jor

1117
FEATHER DUSTERS-See

*Brushes & Brooms .......- 395
FEATHERS & SOWN

SUPPLIES a/OR PRODUCTS ..1117
See Also

guilts &for Bedspreads ..... L-Z 2449
FE DE RATIONS-

MISCELLANEOUS-See
Organisatiors-Business

Professional L-Z 2131

FEOETP 2(14--7./CE;OCK-See 14 2133
;fizkmapr.nt & Suppires.. .......1113
Feeth & Supplements -1-2 2790

FEED SUPPLEMENTS-See
Stock Feeds & Supplements L-Z 2790

FEEDERS-INDUSTRIAL-See
Vibratory Feeding Equipment-. L-Z 3086

FEEDING EQUIPMENT-
LIVESTOCK-See
Farm Equipment & Supplies.... ..... .1113

FELDENKRAIS METHODSee
Alternative Health Services 157

FELLMONGERS-See
Hide & Skin Merchants 1463

FELT WIIALERS & 1117
FENCE PAINTING & STAINING-See

Fencing Contractors 1117
FENCING CLUBS-See

Clubs-Fencing 650
FENCING CONTRACTORS 1117

See Also
..... ---

Fencing Materials.......-- ............ 1218
FENCING-ELECTRIC-See

Electric Fences 968
FENCING MATERIALS.... ..... _ .... 1128

See Also

Lattice -CZ 1729
FENG SHUI-See

Designers-Interim 880
Interior Decorators 1590

FERN HOUSES-See
Shade Houses & Gazebos La 2641

FERRIES 1130
See Also

Water Taxis L-2 3127
FERTILIZER EVOR INSECTICIDE

SPREADING 1130
FERTILIZERS ............. 1130

See Also
Soil Conditioners 8

Treatments ........... -....... L-2 2708
FESTIVALS-See

Entertainment Promoters &
Consultants.. . 1066

FETE & FAIR StiPPLIES-See
Amusement EquiPment 162
Novelties-Dance, Carnival &

Magic L-Z 2082
FIBRE BOXES 8 CARTONS-See

Boxes & Canons-Cardboard &Mr
Fibre.. .. . ...... 370

Roses & .61;;;Zeal:e1170R-ei ijOr
374

FIBRE CEMENT BUILDING
PRODUCTS 1130

FIBRE OPTICS 1130
FIBREBOARD,-See

Cabinet Makers' Supplies 464
Furniture Mfrs' Supplies ... 1274

FIBREGLASS CONSULTANTS-See
Plastics Consultants L.Z 2316

FIBREGLASS FABRICATORS ..... 1131
FIBREGLASS FLOORS-See

Floors--Industrial-
FIBREGLASS MATER1ALS............11103381
FIBREGLASS PRODUCTS a/OR

REPAIRS 1193
FIBREGLASS ROOFING-See

Fibreglass Fri:ducts 6/or Repairs 1133
Roofing Materials .... L 2552

FIBREGLASS SPRAYING
EOUIPMENT-See

les. L.2 2758
FltiftrtaTEP/111"7111;ree3491

Textile Fibres L-2 2918
FIBROUS PLASTER-See

Plaster 8 Plasterboard W'salers
Mfrs, L-Z 2305

Plastering Supplies &
Equipment .- L-Z 2313

FIELD ACCOMMODATION-See
Buildings-Prefabricated &Mr

Transportable-Commercial 8
Industrial 432

FIELD GLASSES-See
Optical Supplies L-2 2125

FIELD NATURALISTS-See
Organizations-Conservation 8

Environmental L-Z 2133
FILING-See

Business Records Management &Mr
Storage 450

FILING CABINETS-See
Office 8 Business Furniture L-Z 2099
Shelving 8 Storage System-- L-Z 2650

FILING SYSTEMS-See
Offke & Business Systents ,L-Z 2111

FILLING SERVICES-See
Packaging, Filling 8 Assembling

Services L-Z 2141
FILM CONVERTERS-PLASTIC-See

Plastics-Fabricators.. ..... L Z 2318
FILM CREWS-See

Film Production Facilities 8
Equipment 1134

FILM CUTTING 8 EDITING-See
Film Production Facilities &

Equipment. 1134
FILM DEVELOPING 8

PRINTING-See
Photographic Proassie9

Services - L-2 2276

Conti:wed Next Wenn

2-5-

FILM DEVELOPING
PRINTING (Ccolt#

-See

Ptgessi L Z 2279
FILM GRIP SERVICE'S-See--

Film Production Facilities 8
Equipment, 1134

FILM INVESTMENT BROKERS-See
Investment Services 1605

FILM LIBRARIES-See
Film Production Servicel.. .1134
Film-Retail dr/or For Mire 1136
Libraries-Photograph 6/or

Film 1749
FILM LIDHTING & ELECTRICS-See

Film Production Fatilities &
Equipment 1134

Film Production Services 1134
FILM MAKE-UP ARTISTS-See

Film Production Facilities &
EquIpment.......--- .. ...... 1134

Make-Up-Film Teirvislon fdor
L-Z 1796

FILM PRODUCTION FACILITIES
& EQUIPMENT 1134

FILM PRODUCTION SERVICES 1134
FILM PROPS-See

Filrn Production Facilities &
Equipment. 1134

Film Production Services 1134
Television Progranune Producers-

Services 8 Supplies L-Z 2902
Theatrical Supplies 8/or

Services L-Z 2922
FILM SCRIPTS-See

Writers, Consultants 8,/or

FILMS;Va; 3204
Film Production Facilities 8

Equipment 1134
FILM SOUND STRIPING-See

Film Production Services.... 1134
FILM STRIPS-See

Slides &for Film Strips ...... La 2706
FILM SUPPLIES-See

Photographic Equipment &
Supplies-Retail & Repairs ....La 2271

Photographic Equipment &
Supplies-W'salers 8 Mirs LZ 2275

FILM & THEATRICAL MAKE-
UP-See
Make-Up-Film, Television 8,/or

Theatrical L Z 1796
FILM TO VIDEO TRANSFERS-See

Video Pmduction 8/or Duplicating
Services L-Z 3097

FILM & VIDEO DISTRIBUTORS.. 1135
FILMSRETAIL a/OR FOR

HIRE 1138
See Also

Training AIMS & Videos L-Z 2978
FILMS-W'SALE-See

Film & Video Distributors 1135
FILTERING MATERIALS &

SUPPUES 1138
FILTERS a/OR FILTER

SERVICE 11313

FINANCECOMMERCIAL
BILLS 1138

FINANCE BROKERS 1198
FINANCECONFIRMING 1140
RNANCEFACTORING___._ 1140
FINANCEINDUSTRIAL 1140

See Also
Leasing Services &for

Consultants .. . La 1744
FINANCEMONEY MARKET

DEALERS (SHORT TERM). 1140
FINANCEMORTGAGE LOANS .1141

See Also
Mortgage Brokers La 1935

FINANCE-MOTOR VEHICLE 1143
See Also

Motor Vehicle Leasing L-Z 2047
FINANCIAL COUNSELLORS-See

Community Advisory Services ...... .....664
FINANCIAL PLANNING-See

Accountants & Auditors ...-- 77
Investment Services-- .... 1605
Retirement Planning 8/or Advisory.

Services .... . ...... . La 2535
Superannuation, Rollover edor

Annuity Consoithas 1-2 2812
Trusts-Management Services LE 3034

FINANCIAL RISK
MANAGEMENT 1143

FINANCIERS 1143
See Also

Leasing Services &Mr
Consultants ... L-2.1744

FINE ART AUCTIONEERS-SJ
Auctioneen-General 199

FINE ARTS VALUE RS-See
Valuers-Fine Arts 8 Antiques-L-2 3069

FINGERNAILS-See
Artificial . . 191
Manicurists. . . .1:-/1800

FINGER PRINT. Ailicii1S---iee
Forensic Services 1226

FINISHING-CARD & PAPER-See
Mounting & FinisIdng .... La 2051
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FINISHING SCHOOLS-See
Modelling 8 Finishing Schools _L' Z 19 31

FIRE ALARM MONITORING-See
Fire Protection Equipment &

Consultants 1146
FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS-5ft

Fire Protection Entripment
Consultants 1146

FIRE BRICK MFRS a/OR
REPAIRERS 1145

FIRE BRIGADES 114.5
FIRE DOORS WOR WINDOWS 1148

See Also
Windows-Aluminium . L-2 3178
Windows-PVC 1.-Z 3183
Windows--Steel L.Z 3184

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
SE R VIC I NG-See
Fire Protection Equipment 8

Consultants ... 1146
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS-See

Fire Protection Equipment &
Consultants 1146

FIRE HOSES-See
Fire Protection Equipment &

Consultants ....... .. 1146
Hoses & Fitlings-SuPplim 8

Service 1505
FIRE INSURANCE-See

Imurance-Fire, Marine, Accident &
General 1576

FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
a CONSULTANTS 1148
See Also

Dangerous Goods Storage 835
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS at

OR SUPPUES 1151
FIRE SAFETY TRAINING-See

Fire Protection Equipment &
Consultants 1146

FIRE SCREENS-See
Fireplaces 8Jor Accessories-. 1151

FIRE SPRINKLERS-See
fire Protection Equipment &

SonsultanLs .......... ........ 1146
FIRE WINDOWS-See

Fire Doors 8Jor Windows ........... 1146
FIREARMS-See

Guns & Ammunition 1390
FIREBREAK CONTRACTORS-See

Land Clearing 8/or Firebreak
Contractors 1-2 1716

FIREPLACE BUILDERS-See
Bricklayers 386

FIREPLACES &DR
ACCESSORIES 1151

FIREWOOD 1158
FIREWORKS 1157
FIRST AID SUPPUES OR

INSTRUCTION 1157
FISH FARMS-See

Aquaculture 181
FISH PONDS-Ste

Fountains, Statuary &/or Sundials 1039
Garden Equipment &for Supplies 1323

FISH A SEAFOOD PRODUCTION
WOR PROCESSING 1159
See Also

Fishermen 1161
FISH IL SEAFOODSRETAIL 1159
FISH & SEAFOODSW'SALE 1180

See Also
ElYster SuPPlifts &Mr

FISH SHOPS-Se;
Fish 8 Seafoods-Retall

FISHERIES CONSULTANTS-See
Natural Resources Consultants ...La 2072

FISHERMEN 1181
See Also

Fish & Seafood Production &for
Processing 1159

FISHING BAIT 1181
FISHING CLUBS-See

Clubs-Angling 646
FISHING EQUIPMENT-

COM M E RCIAL-See
Fishing Tackle 1161

FISHING NETS 1181
FISHING TACKLE 1181
FISHING TRIPS 1183
FITNESS CENTRES-See

Health & Fitness Centres & Services-1431
FITNESS CONSULTANTS-See

Health & Fitness Centres A Services-1431
FITNESS EQUIPMENT-See

FITTING & TU RN ING-See
Engineers-General 1049
Mechanical Engineers L-Z 1836
Precision Engineers L-Z 2394

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE



Support Materials for Agricultural Training

Figure 7: Yellow Pages index.
Source: 1997 Melbourne Yellow Pages directory

Telstra Corporation Limited. Used with permission.

Some Yellow Pages are so big they have two books, A-K and
L-Z. When the page number starts with L-Z, it means the
entry is in the second book.

dolvi_ Activity 1 0

This activity helps you practise looking things up in
alphabetical order and finding out information.

Look at Figure 7 and find these entries. Write the page number
after each one. The first one has been done for you.

FARM EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

1113

FIRE INSURANCE

FARMERS

FERTILISERS

FENCING MATERIALS

3 1
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Agricultural Production 1

Finding entries

Sometimes under one word there are a lot of other words. For
example, there are lots of different kinds of farmers, which are
listed under FARMERS:

Alpaca breeders

Apple and pear growers

Aquaculture

and so on

Sometimes the index tells you to look for a different word. For
example:

FINANCIAL PLANNING see Accountants and auditors 77

This means you might find what you want on page 77 under
Accountants and auditors.

Say you are looking for people who sell farm equipment. You
look in the index and find the page number for farm equipment
is 1113. Page 1113 of the Melbourne Yellow Pages looks like
this:

9 2
27



996 Help Line call 13 2378

WADE ROOTS BLOWERS
AUSTRALIAN AGENT

PNEUVAY ENGINEERING PTY
LTD
5 Lotman Cabe .... .__.-. 1350 6888

Western Ventilation Equipment
609 Heidelberg Rd Alah 9497 1166

Woods Air Movement
Unt 01.7 Aturnborougn Da44.--9794 9901

Ziehl Abegg
See Amen Fa...Fa/neon Pu Ltd"
This Heading
13.19 Dunlop Rd menu 9560 2599

ZIEHL EBM AUSTRALIA PTY
LTD 59 Export Do Brityn_....0310 2011

See Actuertneirenr Pagr 1111
216111.- ABEGG

See Many Mown, Adol For
Lieth -EOM Iths Ctau
59 Expert Oro (Mop 11315 2011

Support Materials for Agricultural Training

FansFarm F 1113

AACM Interiallonal Ply Ltd
Gatibrero 9397 8076

Agribusiness Financial Management

Agricultural Answers
57 Fakerawn 00 All, . ... .... 4885 0035

Agricultural Assessments
Lead 1.3 530 Lt Calico Meth.-- 9629 44133

AGRICULTURAL. BUSINESS
CONSULTANTS

Professional Planning, Advice.
Appraisal, Management &

Loss Assessing in all
Areas of Agriculture

Level 1 26 Traumas St
loath Melbourne 9696 4111

Agricultural Weather Services
4/25 Praspect ithe H 9899 3140

Ahead Science Park Pty Ltd
1276 Beane M Pk...--.. ...... 9645 7320

A.K. Stubbs
2 Montle PI Veroidna 9844 1135

Animal Nutrition Australia
Diet Formulation, far ell
Animal Species
Unit 6 160 Channan Rd mem -..... 9584 7545

Australasian Agribusiness Services
93 Berkeley Myth!, 9815 1055

Australian Acuedned Agricultural
Consultants 91 Rainbow, Cart -9662 1038

Australian Cattle Co. Ltd
455 Bourke Mee, ..... ... 9670 4818

Australian Rural Group Lid The
Unit 9 56 Queens Rd Meth

Meal's Telephone 018 638 074
Australian Rural Property Management

455 Bounce Melb 9670 4818
Beattie Coates & Associaies. Pty Ltd

80 Collins Mani .... . ..... ..... 9650 0859
Blair I D & Associa ..

Consuitants To Sinai Farms
126 Amain Can N . . 9380 8962

Coolstarage Technology AustrataSla
21 Ferrer Wow.-- - - .- 9397 3466

FARM MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS (AUST) PTY
LTD Suite 4 31 [ennui s mob . 9645 9901

Ian Teese Agribusiness
15 Genoa Crt Mt Wetly.- 9802 6183

Lynch Rural 26 Thomson SMeta..... 9696 4111
MELBOURNE INSTITUTE OF

TEXTILES
Training & Technical Services

Davison litorick 93139 9121
Nulrl-TestS & Agricultural Service.s.

P.O.Box 216
Diamond Creek 3089 1638 4400

PrinirAg Ply Ltd .'
Unit 8 45 Regent Mt 91386 4666

Regen 13 Brag. rithc 9486 6144
Rumicmth Consulting Pty Ltd-

22 Warruga Are 9720 0974
Saunders .1 1 1.40 Tbendon (n .9331 2200
Scalexia Pty Ltd -

lb Leann:nth M Pds 1326 0106

SOIL& WASTE MANAGEMENT
Consultants & Researchers in Soil

Reclamation, Irrigation & Drainage
Waste Marlargattent & Recycling

Also Water Quality
14 Bowie. Rd Frankston 9783 2504

THATCHER L P & ASSOCIATES
12 Barkley Rutherglen..--- ..... .10601 32 8824

Tomato Lime Pty Ltd
275 Watdetree Rd Mato. ......... 9509 1055

Wardrop I I) 18 Hamilton Mont A..9899 4001

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

See Also
Artificial Breeding

Services
Fencing Contractors
Fertilizer War

Insecticide Spreading
Livestock Transport

Services
Seed Cleaning, Drying

& Grading Services
Shearing Contractors

Ableial Earthmovers
Bridge Inn Rd 9717 3406

Ace Farm Machinery
18 Brisbane Eith . . 9431 3944

Andrew Zerbe
32 Brushy Par% Rd %roe Pk_....9727 3785

Cope Agricultural Services Cam S
Mobile Telephone . 015 320 418

Dandenong Kneckery
10 Cahill ....... 9706 5484

David G.A. Douglas Forestry
Contracting & Consulting
Ewing Rd Waste .-----.---- 4416 9991

Joslyn Geoffrey W
70 Research,* arrawnte Re Stearn

Mobile Telephone---.-_____ 018 1.07 735
Joslyn R G & Sons Agricultural

Contractors & Grazlen
Bridge IfITI Rd Doreen . . 9717 3406

Lavenon Pet Supplies
Leak., Rd Lmino ..... 9369 2703

See Also
Agricultural Machinery
Sheep Shearing

Equipment &
Supplies

All Diesel Engineering
Tractor Ronan & Engine
Recordniornng
113a Pillars Rd Keysbro............... 9772 5379

Amos Vic. Ply Ltd
312 Metropallmn Are Nunwrng..- 9857 5900

Aussie Tag Ca Pty Ltd
Mune Hwy Craigian.. . 9308 2663

Bypy Australia Pty Ltd
16 Dingier,. Ave Darn ............_... 9794 5889

Combined Rural Traders Ltd
a Barrie Rd ....... 93303522

Dandenong Fanu Supplies Ply Ltd
155 Greene Rd Owed --_____- 9794 9848

Datatran ViC Ply Ltd
13 Darer Mora, . 9587 3175

Ershau Fano, Senice Pty Ltd
See Main Advert Under
"Aga attend Machinere
48.22 Dunn Cs Dand--____... 9794 9344

East Rural Ply Ltd
148 Main Llydle . 9735 4333

Farrn Fair 8 Berrie Rd Tuthone.......9330 3909
Ferrante Products Pty Ltd

148 Main Llano-- . 9735 3724
FIAT AGRI

.411 THOR/SW DEALER
MELBOURNE TRACTORS PTV LTD

169.171. Nonncme Rd

Yellow Pages®

The handy way to
find people who

do things
sell things
fix things

FORD NEW HOLLAND
AUTHORISED OLALER

MELBOURNE TRACTORS PTY LTD
169.171 Unbeaten Rd

GLOBAL GREEN P7Y LTG
&mamas Vine Protection
39.41 Wawa S I..---.-..,--- 9826 3999

G W Tractors (5M) Ply 1M
E. Harmer Lrt Brarnde..... ..... : ... .- 9580 1299

Alm Deere Ltd
237 Rex Rd Cambrid..........--- 9305 3187

KILMORE PASTORAL

1 Spedalista in Rural Merchandise
Livestock, Wool, Real Estate & [montane

711 Sychey St *Imre 1800 636 206

BINNEARS PTV LTD
See Our newer Under "Row
& thane"
130 Ballarat Rd Fray_ --.....-- 9688 6200

Leader Products Ply Ltd
Hane liwy Caddie. 9308 2355

MASSEY FERGUSON
AU7710R1S ED DEALER

MELBOURNE TRACTORS PTY LTD
169-171 Nonlesourne Rd

FAX 9305 2810

MELBOURNE TRACTORS PTY LTD

MASSEY FERGUSON
FORD INDUSTRIAL &

AG RICU LTU R AL TRACTORS
CLARK "BOBCAT" LOADERS

FIATAGRI
SPARE PARTS & SERVICE

169.171 Northboorre Rd
Campbdirreld 9305 2444

FAX 9305 2810

Miguel Willy
12 Hawkins Crt Kenbro--...... 9798 7719

M.R.W. Co-On Lal
13 Export Dr. &Myr. 9314 1ZI3

NETLON NETS & MESHES
MANUFACTURED BY

KINNEARS PTV LTD
130 Ballarat Rd Ftscy ..... . 9665 6200

Newtrough Tradng Ply Ltd
31 Menace Rd tht al._ 9315 2667

PrImac Amociallon Ltd
Crtr ItInghton Rd & Attenborough It

nand 9794 8622
Prawn EDP ConsultantS Ply Ltd

a iOnwal Crt ............ 9555 6003
Rural Direct Marketing

b Westercoll Karr ............. ......... 9859 7499
Rural Farm Equipment Pty Ltd

62 Cave Mill Rs wee . ....... 9735 5213
Southport Tyre & Battery Service

Batteries & Second Nand Tyres
81 Lorimer S Meth 9646 6911

Stewart Farm Supplies
60 thubbs Kens 9376 1822

Sunbeam Com Ltd
Sloane St . . 9318 2111

SUNBURY RURAL CENTRE
59 Vineyard Rd Swan. ........ 4740 8200

Thunderbird
Electric Fencing
Chamly Rd Guys 97% 2319

Valley Outdoor Supplles
101 MOin Huntbridge Rd

Walkers Rural lilstrithrw--rs

Watterscheld Aust Ply Lid
9 Urban Braesde ... 9580 7300

Warracrest ConstmcGo
Sour 15, 53 Pother., Carl 9389 3766

Werribee South Faint SuPPlith
7658 Duncan, Rd Werisee 9742 1too

Wtho Sales Ply Ltd
Mitten Rd Orklyn.. . 9314 9377

WinnerS Circle Stables Ply Ltd
Stables Shaun Arenas Sams
Suite 15, 53 Pelham Carl.-- 9389 3766

The 'Mew Pages places your
nano sal number bean the

buyer at Me Very element he Wan%
yam product Or Service.

Figure 8: Part of Yellow Pages page 1113.
Source: 1997 Melbourne Yellow Paget® directog
Telsfra Cotporation Limited. Used with permission.
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Agricultural Production 1

As you can see, all the businesses are listed in alphabetical
order. If you know the name of the business you want, it is
easy to find it. If you don't know the name, you can look
through the list to find a business near you that provides the
service you want.

4.;

Figure 9: Using Yellow Pages can save you time (and money!)

;OW t Activity 1 1

This activity helps you practise finding entries in the Yellow
Pages in alphabetical order.

1. The following people are looking for farm equipment and
supplies. Look at Figure 8, and find the right information
for each person. Write down the phone number, and the
name of the business if necessary.

29
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Jenny wants to contact Kilmore Pastoral.

Number:

Lee needs somebody who sells Ford tractors.

Name:

Number:

Margaret wants to call the Sunbury Rural Centre.

Number:

Mario needs someone who sells farm supplies in
Werribee.

Name:

Number:

30 3 5
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2. Now you can develop your skills to fmd information
that is useful to you. Use your local Yellow Pages and
find the names and numbers of some services that you
may need.

Service or product Name Telephone Number

Fertilizers More Than Green Farming
Supplies

5297-3342

Bulldozer work We Move Dirt Pty Ltd 5236-4975

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Telephone skills

Now you have worked your way through the Yellow Pages, it's
time to taclde the telephone.

We use telephones often, but many people don't like them and
try to avoid them. For farmers, good telephone skills are a must.

oiire/

Figure 10: Using the phone

We make telephone calls for all sorts of reasons. We ring people
to:

make appointments

ask for information

complain

pay bills

buy or sell things

make contacts and keep in touch.

3237
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Using the telephone is not as easy as it seems. Look at these
telephone calls.

Example 1:

Ron Beers Tractors, this is
Ron Beers. Can I help you?

Hello. Yearh. It's John
Wilkes. I need a new part for

the tractor.

What part are you
after, John?

A belt. One of those
drive belts.

Have you got a part
number, John?

33

No, I've got the manual
somewhere. A separator drive

belt, that's it.

Hang on Ron, I'm still
looking ...

Do you have a part
number, John?
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Example 2:

Ron Beers Tractors, it's Ron
Beers. Can I help you?

Hello Ron, it's Vin Yarron. I
need a new drive belt.

What part are you
after, Vin?

It's in your catalogue. The
number is M130762. It

costs $62.30
It's in stock Vin.
You can collect it
this afternoon.

It's not hard to see which phone call was the most effective.
Think about what the caller did better the second time.

Before you make a telephone call, ask yourself:

Why am I ringing?

Who do I need to talk to?

What do I need? (part number, bank card number,
delivery instructions)

When is the best time to ring?

3 9
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dolvittL Activity 12

What do you need to do before you make the following calls?

1. Paying your credit card by moving money from your
cheque account.

2. Arranging for delivery of hay making equipment parts
you have ordered.

3. Asking a TAFE College when you can do a Farm
Chemical Users' Course.

4 0
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Making the call

It is only when you have got everything you need that you
should make the call.

When your call is answered make sure that you:

say who you are:

Hello, this is Marcia Collins
from The Pines in

Inverleigh.

say why you are ringing:

I'm after some information
about getting a chemical

user permit

if you know, say who you wish to speak to:

41
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if you don't, ask for the person you should to speak to:

Who is the right person to
speak to about ...?

once you are talking to the right person, tell them why
you are ringing and what you want:

I want more information about
the new fertiliser.

I need one of your people
to come out to my place to

look at my pump.

rm not happy about ...

4 2
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Try to sound polite, but let the tone of your voice tell the
person know how you are feeling. Are you unhappy with the
service? Are you annoyed? Is it a serious matter? The tone of
your voice is important.

Sometimes the way we make a telephone call will affect the
service we receive. For example, vets receive a lot of calls for
help, and they have to decide who to see first. Look at these two
calls and decide which one the vet is likely to put first.

I need a vet to come and see a calf
I've got that's looking crook. It

doesn't seem to be too well. I'm a bit
worried.

I have a two week old sick calf. It won't drink
anything and is scouring badly and just lying in

the corner. Can the vet come as soon as
possible? The animal seems really sick.

Who do you think the vet will put on the top of the list? Why?

You need to think of the person on the other end. Give them as
much detail as they need.

You may even need to repeat things. When you spell out your
name or address, you may have to help the person at the other
end.

4 3
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I'll spell that out. It's Y-E-A.
That's Y for yellow, E for egg

and A for apple.

Ask questions, it might save you making another call.

When will she be back
please?

Is this the right place to
contact the &rains Industry

Training Officer?

Does she have a mobile
phone I can contact her on?

39 4 4
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My name's Warne. That's
Warne like the cricketer.

W for water, A for apple ...

Take either your name or address. Spell it out using words to
assist the listener, like the example above.

Listening on the telephone

Telephone calls don't just involve talking, you need to listen too.

This isn't always easy as sometimes people:

talk too quickly

talk too softly

have an accent.

4 5
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If you don't hear something, ask the caller to repeat what they
have said.

Can you repeat that please?

Just let me check. Did you say
it starts at 9 o'clock?

It's a good idea to keep a pen and paper near the phone. Then
you can write down any details you need.

4

Figure 11: Making notes

4t 4
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Ask people to spell things out for you. Check you've got the
message right by repeating it back to them.

Can you spell out the name of
the street?

ril just check. Is the number
03 567 9840?

Before you hang up, check what is to happen next. What action
is needed to follow-up the phone call?

So I need to ring back
once my milk slip comes?

42

So you'll send out that
roll-over subsidy form by

Friday?

4 7
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ilolvitu_ Activity 14

Your workmate Vin's mobile phone rings while he is in the far
paddock. You answer it for him. Here is the message. This is
what you hear.

Can you take a message for Vin. It's Lou from
Beers Tractors. Tell him, the part he has

ordered has come in. It's gone up in price and it
will cost him $63.50. We close tonight at five.

Write down the message for your workmate.

Answering machines

Often when you make a telephone call, you get an answering
machine. Don't hang up!

Leave the following information:

your name

who you wish to contact

date and time of the call

what you want to talk about

43 4 S
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where you can be contacted

when to contact you.

Make sure you talk slowly to the machine. It is a good idea to
repeat your contact number.

It's Edith Holt from Foster. I would like to
leave a message for John Taylor.

It's 10.00am, Tuesday, May 10. I want to know
how to get a chemical user's permit.

My contact number is 03 5624 1132. The best
time to ring back is late afternoon.

o'olvitu_ Activity 15

Next time you make a business call, check how well you went by
filling in the checklist.

1. Who was the call to?

44
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2. What was the reason for the call?

3. Checklist

Yes No

Did you plan what you were going to say? 0 0

Did you start the call by saying who you were? 0 0

Did you clearly state why you were calling? CI 0

Did you take notes? 1:1

Did you get the result you needed?

Why or why not? U CI

4 0
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A census form

oNdlIs

Farmers have to provide information about their farms for the
Australian Bureau of Statistics. They have to state how much
they have of each commodity. They do this on a census form.

Most people only have to fill in a few parts of the form. You
only have to fill in the parts which apply to you.

Writing skill: filling in forms

Most people find it hard to fill in forms. Here are some hints to
help you fill in forms.

Read all of the form before you fill it in

Collect any information you need to fill in the form

Photocopy the form so you can practise before filling in
the original

Take your time to fill it in

Fill in all the sections you need to

Many forms need to be filled in with block letters or
capital letters. Practise writing in block letters

Read your completed form. Ask someone else to read it
before mailing the final copy

Take a copy of the final form as a record

Don't be afraid to ask questions most of us have to.

You can find more information about fang in forms in Farm
Management 1, 2 and 3.

51
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dOvit Activity 1 6

Look at the figure below. It shows parts of the Agricultural
Census form. Which questions apply to you? Highlight them.

Agricultural Census
Victoria Season 1996-97

V In correspondence. please quote this number ANZSIC

Office Use Onl

Did you have any pasture?
Go to Pail 2

.

Show details below:::

for your records T''"' .le'' 7vel5301

No, C).: Go.to Part
Yes 0 Show 4eta4bekiw:.'"Part 2 Did yOU..produce Oi'sell any hay'or silage?

the uthority of the Census and Suninics Act.

yoU Plant any:crops

If no changes, please tick: 0

Icommentiallty

Part 4 :Did yoii cultivatefor broadaCre crops
or

diSPOSe Of anY:CrOp and .pastitre;stUbble
or :.

havefallow land?.

. (Pun name)

No E} Go tO Part 5
Show details below

Ireceipt of this form.
155 Localiry

I I

..1Part 5 Did yOu have anY kuit trees, nut trees
plantation fruit?

NE ICo to:Part:6

;j

A. W1121 is toe 100500111100MS 01 Me mum
agricultural property that you have reported for
on this form.

. IntWelf
Ali land necupiial m ms.inudnetibirti (xylions!er We,

.colnies nury bo). land workel (of, youtry du(efunnen
,an4 ill mad remits

Part 6 Did you have any grapevines ? No Go to Part 7
Yes Show details below

!Shim Other (please specify)

Total area of holding.
01
001W

Figure 12: Part of the Agricultural Census form
0 1997 Commonwealth of Australia.

Reproduced with permission of the Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Here is an example of one section of a Census form
completed by a grain farmer. The farmer states how much he
has sown, and how much he has produced.

3a Crops - between 1 April 1996 and 31 March 1997
Nota

Cerapkkfalltuaof
any crop should bo

' denoted bY 7 in the
production coixerm,
but the area of the
crop* that felted
abeold eel let shown
accorduig to the
original nnentionof
the grower. Areas of,
Wheatoors, etc,
ronwom atter
germination fadore
should be Included
only once.

Where two operate
4:x01..4-have been
grown on the sone
owes (Macau
tunes during the

.yoar. include arta
sown against

Cereal crops

Oats

Grain sorghum (1997 harvest)

Popcorn

Maize (1997 harvest) ... _ _

Millet (including panicum and canary seed)

Triticale
Other cereals for grain or seed
(please specify type and unit of quantity)

Cereals for silage or fed off ._

Area sown Total
Hectares production

15
490 11R6 t 001F

008W

-10 017X

041X
19

005L

15
047L

078X

120 2/6 t 088J
Quantity Unit

110T. ..

oWlis

Figure 13: Census form cereal crops section
0 1997 Commonwealth of Australia.

Roroduced with permission of the Australian Bureau of Statistics

Writing Skill : Filling in forms

There is common information to most forms. Many forms
need:

name

address

postcode

telephone number

date of birth

signature

date.

Practise writing these on forms cut out of magazines or
collected from the Post Office.

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE

48
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Look for key words on forms:

First name/forename : means your first name, e.g. Mary,
Warren

Surname : means your last name or family name, e.g. Beers
or Smith

D.O.B. : means Date of Birth.

If you feel unsure about any of this information, copy it onto a
card. Keep the card in your wallet at all times.

49 5 4
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Here is an example of how the farmer completed these
sections of the census form.

Please ionoca
irtriicori al! 1110
!!!!!!!!'"It

Agricultural Census
Victoria Season 1996-97

II in correspondence. please PM

Duplicate
Please keep this copy

for your records

Colledloe Authority

The information asked kr is collected under
the authority of the Census end Statistics Act.
Your co-operation is aought in completing
and ramming this form by the doe date. The
Act provides roe with the power, if eroded. to
direct you to provide the information sought

Confidentiality

Your completed form remains madidentlal
the Australian Bureau of SudstIcs.

Due Date

Plane complete this form and return it in the
reply paid envelope to reach the Australian
Bureau of Statistics within 14 days of
receipt of this form.

W. McLennan
Australian Statistician

A. What la the booths, address of the main
agricultural properly that you have reported for
on this form.

Office Use Only

TlOfio SOáCII' 9t.

'r7sLideetitiera' ;

B. Land area darned
(If mem is instiflicient. plow smith a list.)

If no changes, please tick: 0
LAM vacated sere 31 March 1996. Mara week: by
Nth. Olada, ecal, lam, es. ----------------
Oos

Shim Imality

<Poll owe)______

Road.. of atng or loam 0 amliothlo)

USW acquired Mee 31 March 1996. Soso wbadato by

Cory
Sao Locality

Duration of not or teas Of arolktht.)

C. Area of bolding at 31 March 1997

ia"-Yea
bY

:Ati brat tairaolria;amtWyLiti.-4..iaorana

Land owned and occupied by

Land leased or rented to you... .

Other (please

A. What is the location address of the main
agricultural property that you have reported for
on this form.

Property name (if any) DORSET GREEN

WSD 49 REDLINGNo Road/street

Locality WEST YEAOCK

State VICTORIA Postcode 3072

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE

Figure 14 : Census form - address filled in
© 1997 Commonwealth of Australia.

Reproduced with permission of the Australian Bureau of Statistics
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18dPerson we should contact if any queries arise regarding this form

SignMwe P99tetildech

Telephone numbei ( 03)27649238
Mobile telephone

number 012 643 792
'Faceimite number

Deo 17 / 07/ 97
Thank you for completing this form

Please keep the duplicate form for your records

Thank you for crImplelIng 11th form
Please keep Ike duplicate form for your records

Figure 15 : Census form - contact details filled in
© 1997 Commonwealth of Australia.

Reproduced with permission of the Australian Bureau of Statistics

In filling in the census form the farmer has:

used block letters

gathered the information to fill in the form correctly

filled in the parts that he needed to

filled in the location and contact details.

BESTCOPY AVAILABLE
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Fill in the form below giving your address and contact details.
Remember to use block letters.

A. What is the location address of the main
agricultural property that you have reported for
on this form.

Property name (if any)

No Road/street

Locality

State Postcode

Shire

Figure 16 : Census form - address

18dPerson we should contact if any queries arise regarding this form

Sigaratitt

Telephone number

Moblictetephone
number

Thank you for completing this form
Please keep the duplicate form for your records

Figure 17 : Census form - contact details
© 1997 Commonwealth of Australia.

Reproduced with permission of the Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Information sheets

The Department of Natural Resources and Environment
(DNRE) provides information about diseases that affect crops
and animals. These information sheets are important but you
need to know some scientific words to read them.

diseases

bacteria tiny living things which can
cause disease

host a plant or animal which can
cart), a disease

infect make something sick by
filling with disease-
producing germs

symptoms signs that a disease is
present

Here is an information sheet about the disease fire blight,
produced by the DNRE.

Earlier in this unit we practised scanning. This activity helps you
develop the skill of finding specific information.

0411Is Reading skill: scanning for key words

To find specific information in a text, decide what are the key
words you are looking for. Then run your eye down the page
until you see those key words.

53-
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Use a highlighter pen. On the info sheet, find and highlight
this information:

treatment of fire blight

trees which can carry fire blight

countries where there is fire blight

two symptoms

how infection occurs

what to do if you think you see fire blight.

Look in the model answers section to check your answers.

54 5 9
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May 1997

Early symptoms of Blight on Hawthorn

What is Fire Blight?
Fire Blight is a bacterial disease for which there is no single
effective treatment. Hosts of Fire Blight include apple, pear,
loquat, quince, cotoneaster, hawthorn, photinia, pyracantha
and some other ornamental plants.
Fire Blight seriously affects fruit production worldwide and
is present in South America, UK, Europe, Middle East,
New Zealand and Japan.

What does Fire Blight look like?
Disease symptoms include:

Brown wilting of blossoms, shoots and leaves with a
scorched appearance. (Note: diseased leaves and
blossoms remain attached to the tree.)

Discoloured sunken areas or cankers on branches,
limbs and trunks.

Production of bacterial ooze in warn, humid weather.
_

Blight of Apple fruit spur from a trunk canker. Red brown discolouration of the sapwood.
(Note adherence of dead leaves.)

Apple trees affected with Fire Blight.

Typical shepherd's crook symptom on
Cotoneaster shoot.

Natural Resources and Environment
AGRICUL1DRE - RESOURCES - CONSERVATION - LAND MANAGEMENT

How does Fire Blight infect plants?
The bacteria can infect blossoms especially if transported on
bees during pollination. Infection can also occur through
injuries to the plant surface caused by hail, insect feeding
and other mechanical damage.

If you see symptoms which look like Fire Blight:
Contact you local Department of Natural Resources and
Environment office or telephone the Fire Blight Hot Line
on Freecall 1800 646 961.

Twig Blight on young Pryacantha shoot.

AQIS
Ci-cricr

caf. )4-

Figure 18: Fire Blight info sheet
Reproduced witb permission of tbe Department of Natural Resources and Environment.
Tbh. publication 1116 be of assistant" /cum bod the Slate of Vidoria and it.r enOlgeea do no/guaran/no that tb e publication i

ad/bon/flaw of any kind or is mbolb, eppropriateforyourparritularpmparea and therrforr efimlanns al I liabaryfor

wry error. loss or ronsequente which wry arisefromyou rebringon mg information in Ibis publication.
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Page 2
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Here is another article about a disease, Johne's disease. What
do you know about this disease?

The article is in four sections. Here are the headings:

What is Johne's disease?

How do sheep get the disease?

What does Johne's disease look like?

What can be done about it?

Complete the article by writing the above headings in the
correct space, 1) to 4).

FARM NEWS

JOHNES DISEASE IN SHEEP

Johne's disease is a bacterial disease
of livestock.
The disease can occur in both cattle
and sheep, although sheep and cattle
do not infect each other.
The disease is present in New South
Wales and Victoria.

2)

Many sheep can carry and spread the
disease without showing any
symptoms. Most sheep do not show
any signs of illness until after 2 years
of age. Affected sheep become very
thin and die after 6 to 12 weeks. In a
mob of sheep infected with Johne's
disease, the sheep range in condition
from good to very poor. The poorer
sheep continue to eat and drink
normally until they are too weak, then
they die.

3)

Sheep usually become infected with
Johne's disease by eating pasture or
drinking water containing faeces from
animals carrying the bacteria.
The bacteria can survive a long time in
wet, boggy conditions.

4)

There is no effective tTeatment for
infected sheep. There are a number of
control options. These include
slaughtering all infected sheep to
prevent further infection. Owners of
sheep with Johne's disease must inform
buyers of the sheep or land.

For more information contact your local
vet or the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment.

,smssi.sow't

Figure 19: Johne's disease article
This material is adapted from Johne's Disease in Sheep, October 1997,

published by the Department of Natural Resources and Environment
ThU publication mrry be of assistant, rayon bat the State of [Stork, and its employees do notguarnntee that tbopoblieatthnia

',damn/flaw of any kind trio wholly appropriateforymnpanietdarptaposes and thenfon disclaims a/Maid/Woe

aty moo, loss or tonsegnenee which itioy athrfromyon rebingon ary infonnation in publication.
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vit0 Activity 20

Now answer these questions to check your understanding:

1. Which animals can get Johne's disease?

2. If a sheep has Johne's disease, what are the signs?

3. How do animals get Johne's disease?

4. Some of Fred's sheep have Johne's disease. What can he
do about it?

5. Fred wants to sell his land. What must he tell the buyer?
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Model answers

Activity 1

Question 1
Livestock: milk, prime lambs, porkers, vealers, boat wethers,
goat meat, ostrich feathers

Poultry: geese, chickens

Grains: malting barley, wheat, oats, pulses, lentils, canola, rye,
vetch, linseed, lupins

Horticulture: potatoes, apples, asparagus, citrus, tomatoes

Flower: daffodils

Others: fish

Activity 2

Question 2

The farm is diversified. The brothers have changed their
farming practices. They use computers to help manage the
farm.

1300 hectares.

Wool, lambs, grain, poultry and hydroponic tomatoes.

Broiler chickens (30%).
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Activity 3

Question 1
Young lambs sold for 149c/kg. cents a kilogram or cents per
kilogram

The city is 200km from here. Kilometres

Beef prices are falling in the USA. United States of America

OH&S is important on farms. Occupational Health and
Safe0

This is a 4WD ute. Four wheel drive

The price of wheat has fallen 3.5pc.per cent(%)

Activity 8

Ron wants to buy some merino rams. A: Melbourne merino
classic

Ali needs some Hereford cows. D: Stock for private sale,
Bendigo

Maureen wants to buy some sows. G: Pig di.Oersal sale

Fred needs some ostriches. I: Ostrich auction

Maria wants some Pink Lady apple trees. H: Fruit trees for
sale

Mike needs some chickens. E: Poultg auction

Activity 9

Question 1

Computer Services

Farm Equipment

Insurance

Markets

Veterinary Surgeons
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Question 2

Seed Merchants

Semi-Trailers

Shearers

Sports Grounds

Stock and Station Agents

Activity 10

Question 3

Farm Equipment and Supplies 1113

Fire Insurance See Insurance-Fire 1576

Farmers 1114

Fertilisers 1130

Fencing Materials 1128

Activity 11

Jenny wants to contact Kilmore Pastoral. Number 1800
636 206

Lee needs somebody who sells Ford tractors. Name:
Melbourne Tractors Pty. Number: 9305 2444.

Margaret wants to call the Sunbury Rural Centre.
Number 9740 8200

Mario needs someone who sells farm supplies in
Werribee. Name: Werribee South Farm Supplies. Number:
9742 1600
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Activity 18

May 1997

Early symptoms of Blight on Hawthorn

Blight of Apple fruit spur from a trunk canker.
(Note adherence of dead leaves.)

Apple trees affected with Fire Blight

stk,

3)"'

'

Typical shepherd's crook symptom on
Cotoneaster shoot.

What is Fire Blight?
,Fire Blight is a bacterial disease for which there is4io,

. single effective treatment.Hosts of Fire Blight include
apple, pear, loquat, quince, cotoneaster,-hawthorn,

pyracantha and some other ornamental plantS.,
Fire Blight seriously affects fruit production worldwide
and is present in Soilth*LieriCa, 1.1K, Europe, Middle.
East; New:Zoaland and Japan.

: , :

1

What does Fire Blight look like?
Disease symptoms include:

Brown wilting of blossoms, shoots and leaves witl
4 scorched appearance. (Note: diseased leaves:and
blossoms remain attached to the tree.)

Discoloured sunken areas or cankers on branches,
limbs and trunks.

,Production of bacterial ooze in warm, humid
weather

Red brown discolouration of the sapwood.

How does Fire Blight infect plants?
The bacteria can infect blossoms especially if transported
on bees ciuring pollination Infection can also occur throug
Injuries to the plant surface,caused by hail, insect feeding
and other mechanical damage.

1 Natural Resources and Environment
AGRIcansuRE RESOURCES CONSERVATION LAND MANAGEMENT

If you see symptoms which look like Fire.Blight
e-ontio yen laearDepartnient sOf NatUrafResourCes and
DivirOnment offiCe or telephone-the Fire Blight Hot tine
on Freecall 1800 646 961.

<

Twig Blight on young Plyacantha shoot.

AQ1 s
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Activity 19

Johne's disease in sheep

What is Johne's disease?

What does Johne's disease look like?

How do sheep get the disease?

What can be done about it?

Activity 20

1. Which animals can get Johne's disease? S heo and cattle.

2. If a sheep has Johne's disease, what are the signs? Often no
szgns of illness, until the sheep become veg thin and die.

3. How do animals get Johne's disease? By eatingpasture or
drinking water infected with the bacteria.

4. Some of Fred's sheep have Johne's disease. What can he
do about it? There is no e ective treatment. He may have to
slaughter them.

5. Fred wants to sell his land. What must he tell the buyer?
He must tell the bqyer that Johne's disease is present.

626
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Introduction

Welcome to this unit of the SMAT materials, Agricultural
Production 2.

SMAT stands for Support Materials for Agricultural Training.
SMAT will help you improve your written and spoken
communication skills and your numeracy skills, so you can
succeed at training programs or communicate more successfully
in your workplace.

This unit helps you with the reading, writing and spoken
communication skills you need to deal with agricultural
production. This unit is not a course in agricultural production,
but it will support you if you do a course in agricultural
production.

Where this fits

SMAT has four topics: Agricultural Production, Farmers as
Employers, Farm Management and Leadership and Occupational

Health and Safe0.

This unit is Level 2 of Agricultural Production. There are three
units of Agricultural Production: Level 1 (starting), 2 (continuing)
and 3 (completing). Each unit has two parts: Communication
Skills and Numeracy.

After you finish this unit, you could try the other units at the
same level: Occupational Health and S afro 2, Farmers as
Employers 2, Farm Management and Leadership 2.

Then you could try the units at a higher level.

You do not have to complete every unit in SMAT. It is up to
you to choose the most useful parts and work through them.
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How to use these materials

You can use the SMAT materials by yourself, with someone to
help you, or in a group or class. It is hard to work by yourself,
so it is a good idea to have someone who can give you advice
and feedback (a mentor). This person could be a trainer from a
college or community centre, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.

The unit is written so you can start at the beginning and work
through it. Or if you like you can choose parts of the unit and
only do those parts. Spend more time on the parts which are
most useful for you. If something is not useful, you can skip it.

There is no certificate to go with the SMAT materials. But
SMAT helps you improve your skills so you can do other
courses and get other certificates. For example: Farm$mart,
Rural Business Management, and courses run by the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment. You will
also find that working through SMAT improves the
communication and numeracy skills that you need in your
working life.

Outcomes

After you finish the SMAT materials you will be able to
communicate more effectively in speech and writing and use
numeracy skills more effectively.

How long should I spend?

This depends on you. The amount of time will be different if
you are working by yourself or in a group, with a mentor or
without, and if you do all the activities or not. Take enough
time to do all the activities that are relevant to you, to a
standard high enough to satisfy you.
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Activities

Each unit has a number of activities for you to do. In the
communications units there are four types of activities:

key word activities

reading activities

writing activities

spoken communication activities.

In the nurneracy units there are numeracy activities.

Sometimes you can write answers to these activities in the book.
Sometimes it is better to write them in a notebook. Sometimes
for the spoken communication activities you will need to go
and speak to some other people.

In some places there are also practice writing and practice
reading activities. These are extra activities. You can choose to
do them if you think you want extra practice in something.

Most of the activities have model answers in the back of the
book. You can also ask your mentor to check your answers.

What you need

Before you start, make sure you have the following:

a notebook (A4 size is best)

pens, pencils, highlighter pens

a file or folder to keep extra papers.
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Assessment

There is no formal assessment for SMAT. But it is a good idea
to have a mentor look at what you have done. That way you can
decide together what you have learned and what you need to
improve.

Remember, the SMAT materials are a resource for you to use to
improve your skills. It is up to you how you use them and how
much of them you use.
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Exports to Asia

wot,
4,0J

In the past, Australian farmers exported most of their produce
to Britain. These days, Australian farmers are selling their
products to many different countries. It is important to find
new customers and new markets. To find them, a lot of farmers
are looking to Asia.

exports
export

import

marketing

domestic

market

consumers

convenience products

income

demand

annually
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Match the key words with the meanings here.

1. Money coming in

2. Something sold out of the country

3. A place where products can be sold

4. People who buy and use a product

5. Products which are ready to use

6. At home

7. Every year

8. Something bought in from another country

9. The need or want for a product

10. Finding out about where to sell your product

76
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Oo'i. Activity 2

Here is an article about exporting to Asia. Read it carefully, then
look at the questions which follow.

Page 3

The north Asia export challenge
Japan has been a trading
partner of Australia for a
long time, as most people
know. But now the north
Asian markets of Taiwan
and South Korea are
starting to rival Japan.
These countries are
becoming major markets
for Australian food
producers.
Taiwan and South Korea
have rapidly growing
economies. In Taiwan,
rising incomes have caused
a change in demand.
Consumers now shop in
different ways. People want
convenience products such
as pre-packaged foods. In
Korea there is rapid growth
in convenience stores and
hypermarkets right across
the nation. Consumers are
prepared to pay for quality
imported products.

Across north Asia,
consumption of processed
foods and foods containing
Western ingredients such as
wheat flour, is increasing.
One of the most exciting
market openings is an
increasing demand for
wine. At present wine is
not a well-known product
for most consumers. In
Taiwan and Korea,
supermarkets and
wholesalers are looking for
inexpensive wine that is
well promoted.
An excellent opportunity
exists in Taiwan for sales
of lean beef, which
Taiwanese consumers
prefer.
The volume of flowers
imported into Japan has
doubled every year for the
last several years. The
market offers great
opportunities for cut flower
sales.

A specialty market for
fresh fruit exists right
across the region, but
especially in Taiwan where
fruit is used in temples and
ceremonies as well as for
domestic consumption. In
Japan, fruit is sold in
special gift packs.
The health food market is
growing in all three
countries and Australia's
reputation as a source of
clean food will be an asset
in efforts to capture market
share.
The challenge for
Australian food producers is
to tap into consumer
demands in Asia and
support their products with
sound marketing.

(Article from Agriculture
Victoria.)

Figure 1: Export Challenge

Adapted from The North Asian Export Challenge' in Agriculture in Victoria No. 3, May
1997, P. 7 published g the aparment of Natural Resources and Environment. Used with
permission. This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Victoria and its

emplgees do not guarantee that the publication is without flaw of any kind or is wholly appropriate

foryour particular purposes and therefore disclaims all for arry error loss or other
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consequence which may arise fromyou relying on my information in thir publication.

1. Which countries does the article mention?

2. Which products are becoming popular in north Asia?
Find them in the article and write them here:

3. Why are north Asian countries buying more Australian
food products?

4. Look at the map. Which of the countries shown on this
map are important markets for Australian produce, or
could be in future?

5. Which products does Australia export there?
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Choose words from the key words and write one word in each
space:

Australian farmers now a lot of products
to

Asia. Asian like Australian food because it is

high quality and different to what they grow at home.

for Australian products is rising. There are

many opportunities for Australian farmers in the Asian

Good will make
Asian

people more aware of Australian products.

Exporting our expertise

More and more farmers are looking for overseas markets to sell
to. This often involves travelling overseas or dealing with buyers
from different cultural backgrounds.

Here are some farmers talking about their travels last year.

10
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A group of us went on a study tour to China
last year. We went to look at rice production.
I'd never strayed far from Co lac before, so

it was a real eye opener.

I got an export incentive grant and
went to Canada to look at their

piggeries.

I visited Japan last year to
market Australian asparagus.

But we don't even have to travel to meet people from other
cultures. They may be living next to us or working with us. In
fact, the 1995 census showed that 23% of Australians had been
born overseas.

Si
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Think about these questions and write your responses.

1. How do Australians greet one another?

2. Where and when did you learn this?

3. Do all cultures greet each other this way?

He didn't shake my hand when we
met. I just stood there not

knowing what to do.

All of us have a cultural background. From childhood we have
learnt ways of mixing with others, thinking and acting in our
culture. This sometimes makes it difficult to communicate with
people from other cultural backgrounds. They may have
different:

customs

attitudes

beliefs.

12
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However, as Len and Ada's experiences show it is worth the
effort. Len has an asparagus farm in the Sunraysia and Ada runs
a large grain farm near Dunkeld.

I employed a family to pick my asparagus. They
hadn't been in Australia long and couldn't speak

much English, but they sure worked hard.
They'd done a lot of picking in their country and

showed me a thing or two.

Some farmers get more involved in marketing
their own produce. Last year my husband

travelled to Europe with a grains group to look
at exporting our lentils. We couldn't survive if

we just relied on the local market.

83
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Do you agree with any of the following statements?

True False

All Australian farmers are slow to adopt
new methods.

Rural people are ignored by the government. 0

Australians are friendly and easy going, but U 0
don't know what hard work is.

Diversity

Look at the statements again. Is this true of all Australian
farmers? Are all Australians like this? Does this apply to all
people from rural areas?

Just as there is no typical farmer, there is no typical Japanese,
Korean, Greek person. There are great differences between:

different cultures

members of the same cultural group.

I met an Australian last week. He
wasn't wearing shorts and an Akubra

hat and he didn't have a sun tan. I
offered him a beer and he said he

didn't drink!

14
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Intercultural communication

It is not possible to learn about other cultures quickly. They
have taken centuries to develop. However, the starting point for
good intercultural communication is realising that your way of
doing things is not the only way.

Intercultural communication is more than just using language
well, but it is a start.

First you need to work out what your listener knows or is able
to do. Then you can communicate with them in a way that they
will understand. Look and listen to see how the person is
responding to what you do or say. You may need an interpreter
to help you communicate.

If your listener does speak English, you still need to be patient.
Listening to a language that is not your own needs
concentration and can be stressful.

Here are some things you may find useful when communicating
with a person from a different culture.

Give only essential information
Plan what you are going to say and clearly state your point.
Don't think aloud. This can be distracting.

We have five types of asparagus
available.

Use complete sentences
Sentences are easier to follow and single words can often be
confusing.

85
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The label tells you the grower,
the size and type of product

inside.

Use simple English
Try not to use technical words or slang. Terms you use every
day may be difficult for someone who has not grown up with
the language.

The guy in customs looked
fiercer than a Mal lee bull.

I don't have the foggiest
what you mean?

Use positive statements, rather than negatives. See how this
statement is confusing.

You can't expect to pay that
price if you are wanting those

products all year round.

86
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Think how you could say this more clearly. Is this any better?

There will be some price
differences. The price will

depend on when you order it.

Show what you mean
If possible, show the person what you mean. Demonstrating or
showing samples can make your meaning clear.

Check for understanding
Give the person a chance to ask questions. Take care with your
questions. Asking, "Now you've got that, have you?" is
confusing. Questions that ask when, where, how are clearer.

When do you want to start
exporting?

. ecAvitu_ Activity 6

How could you say these things more clearly for both
Australians and those from other cultural backgrounds?
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I need to shake a leg. My plane
leaves in two hours.

88
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Crop information

If you are thinking of producing a new crop, it is important to
be well informed. The Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) and
the Department of Natural Resources and Environment
publish guides to crops. The guides contain information about
the following:

W Ofric;le

st-6'

crop information
varieties

pests

sowing time

diseases

sowing depth

harvesting

adaptability

sowing rate

11, .0vit0 Activity 7

Here is some information about canola. Complete the
information by choosing words from the key words and
writing them in the spaces a) to h).

19
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Guide to a crop: canola
Canola is the most
important oilseed crop
grown in south-west
Victoria.
Canola performs well in
well drained paddocks. Poor
paddocks, especially if
rainfall is over 650 mm a
year, may cause crop failure.
Canola is crushed for oil for
use in margarines, cooking
oils and similar domestic
market produce. The
residue, called meal, is a
high protein stock feed
ingredient.
a)
New, improved canola
varieties are released every
few years. Always grow the
best available variety.
b)
Well drained soils with pH
5.5 to 7.5 are essential.
Canola prefers good
moisture throughout growth.

c)
Aim to sow from late April
to early May. Very late
districts: spring.
d)
The correct rate is 6 to 8
kg/ha.
e)
The ideal depth is 12 mm.

Blackleg is a risk. To
prevent it, grow two other
crops between canola
crops, use resistant
varieties, mix fungicide
treatment with fertilisers
for high-risk situations.
8)
Red-legged earthmite: use
seed treatment or
insecticide sprays.
Small birds at seedling
stage: sow early, use high
seed and fertiliser rates.
Aphids: may require
spraying post-flowering.

Cabbage moth, cabbage
butterfly rarely require
spraying.
Rutherglen bug: if numbers
are high, spray before
windrowing.
h)
Windrow when 60% of
seeds have turned from
green to brown. Use open
front header with crop
lifters or pick up belt.
Thresher speed: 450 to 800
rpm
Concave clearance: 12 to 38
mm
Fan speed: low
Top sieve: 12 mm
Bottom sieve: 2 to 3 mm
Rotor speed: slow (rotary
machines).

Figure 3: Growing canola

Adapted with permission from Cropping in South West Victoria, March 1996, FarmSmart, Victorian

Farmers Federation

9 0
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2. Dennis is thinking of growing canola. He has a few
questions about it. Refer to the article to answer Dennis's
questions.

What kind of paddock do you
need for canola?

0

The pH of my soil is 6.5. Is
that okay for canola?

0

91
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0
0

How can I prevent diseases
in canola?

0
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When do you know it's time
to harvest canola?

CD

Writing a guide to a crop
3. Choose a crop that you know well. Suppose a friend or

relative has asked you for information about it. Before
you talk to them, write some notes for yourself. Write a
brief description of the crop, using the description of
canola as a model.

9 3
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Fertilisers

Many farmers use fertilisers to increase production. They
believe fertilisers can provide the land with extra nutrients.

On the other hand, some farmers do not use fertilisers. They
say that fertilisers are not necessary and are bad for the land in
the long term. They say that fertiliser often ends up in rivers or
the bay, causing damage to the environment. What do you
think?

Wofr.
c>,

Figure 4: Farmer applying fertiliser

nutrients
nutrient substance (such as protein

or fat or vitamin) which
provides energy for a plant
or animal to grow

agronomist scientist who studies crops

deficiency not enough

chlorophyll green pigment in plants

photosynthesis process by which green
plants use sunlight to
convert carbon dioxide and
water into sugar and oxygen
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macro large, major

micro small, minor

acid soil soil with a low pH (below 6)

alkaline soil with a high pH (above 8)

00vitu_ Activity 8

Here is an article about fertilisers. Read it to find this
information:

1. What nutrients are necessary for life?

2. What is the difference between macro-nutrients and
micro-nutrients?

Note that each nutrient is followed by its chemical symbol. For
example, the chemical symbol for nitrogen is N.
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The nitty gritty of fertilisers
Fertilisers are widely used
by farmers throughout the
world to correct nutrient
deficiency and improve the
fertility of the soil.
Fertilisers can improve farm
production when used
appropriately.
Barry Robinson, an
agronomist at the Victorian
Institute of Dryland
Agriculture in Horsham,
said fertilisers could be
divided into macro-nutrients
and micro-nutrients. All of
them are necessary for life.
Macro-nutrients include
nitrogen, phosphorus,
sulphur, potassium, and in
some cases, calcium.
Micro-nutrients include
zinc, copper, magnesium,
molybdenum, cobalt, boron
and selenium. They are
required in very small
amounts and only for
specific problems.

Macro-nutrients
Nitrogen (N) is the nutrient
in major demand for all
plants. It is needed in large
quantities when plants are
growing. It is normally
provided by legumes but
fertiliser substitutes can be
used to boost production.
Deficiency may be seen
when leaves become yellow
and die.
Phosphorous (P) is very
important for pasture

growth. It helps plants
develop large root systems.
The main phosphorus
fertilisers are
superphosphates.
Sulfur (S) is essential for
the healthy growth of
pasture. Superphosphates
also contain sulfur.
Potassium (K) stimulates
the growth of strong stems
and gives plants some
disease resistance.
Calcium (Ca) is required
for plants to grow. It is
rarely deficient, except
sometimes in highly acidic
soils.

Micro-nutrients
Zinc (Zn) is an essential
nutrient. It is most likely to
be deficient in alkaline,
sandy soils.
Copper (Cu) is needed for
healthy growth of plants
and animals. Grazing
animals need more copper
than plants. Copper
deficiency is a serious
condition of cattle.
Magnesium (Mg) is a part
of chlorophyll. Magnesium
deficiencies are not
common. It can be added in
the form of ground
limestone.
Molybdenum (Mo) or
"moly", is necessary for
plants to make use of
nitrogen. In some cases,
liming will correct a

molybdenum deficiency.
Cobalt (Co) is more
commonly deficient in
animals than plants. It is
essential for growth and
good health. Young stock
are more at risk than older
stock.
Boron (B) is required by all
plants. Symptoms of
deficiency include poor
growth.
Selenium (Se) is required
by grazing animals, not by
plants. It can cause ill thrift
in all grazing animals
including horses.

Replace what you use
Mr Robinson said farmers,
especially broad-acre
farmers, are advised to look
at what they are removing
from the land and to replace
it.
For example, for one tonne
of wheat you will have to
replace four kilos of
phosphorus, twenty kilos of
nitrogen and three kilos of
sulfur.
He said farmers should seek
advice from the Department
of Natural Resources and
Environment, farming
neighbours and local
fertiliser distributors.

By Monica Jackson, the
Weekly nmes, August 20th
1997.

"TS.tt'

Figure 5: Article about fertisilers
Reprinted murtery of The Herald and Week# Times.
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3. Use the information in the article to complete this table
about nutrients. Your own knowledge and experience
may be useful too.

Nutrient Why plants
need it

Sign of
deficiency

Source of nutrient

Nitrogen (N) Necessary for
growing

Yellow and
dead leaves

Legumes and fertiliser

9 7
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Keeping records of fertiliser use
It is important to keep a record of what fertiliser you use, how
much and where. Complete the following table of your fertiliser
use:

Type of fertiliser Nutrients Quantity Location

93
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Mind your language

Farming like all occupations has its own specialist terms and
technical words. You hear them when farmers talk about
farming.

Some examples of the words used in this unit include:

concave clearance

macro-nutrients

pH level

molybdenum deficiency

high yielding mid-season varieties.

How many non-farmers would know what was wrong if you
said you had a molybdenum deficiency?

Technical words can aid communication. They give us a quick
way of talking about complex ideas. However, technical words
can confuse people who do not share your knowledge.

When you communicate with others, you need to quicldy work
out your shared knowledge.

Meeting a person for the first time and hearing what their
occupation is, gives you an immediate clue about what they may
or may not know about farming.

For instance, talking to a grain and oil seed farmer, you could
assume you have some shared knowledge. You could probably
have a discussion about blackleg, Rutherglen bugs and mid-
season varieties.
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Is there much blackleg down
your way?

Had much trouble with
Rutherglens lately?

However, at a computer course attended by students from all
different occupations, your comments about blackleg and
Rutherglen bugs may not be understood.

Had some trouble with
blackleg lately?

That sounds awful. Have you

seen a doctor about it?

There's a lot of
Rutherglen bugs around

our way at the moment.

I love Moreton Bay bugs.

Do you cook Rutherglens

the same way?

ao 100
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dOvitu_ Activity 10

Think of 10 terms and words that are part of your everyday
vocabulary that non-farmers or farmers who produce different
commodities may not understand.

5 Choosing words carefully

Look back to the crop description you wrote in Activity 7.
Think about how you would change it for a person who had
little or no knowledge of farming.

Would you:

leave out some information?

simplify the ideas you discussed?

leave out all technical language?

It is probably not necessary to change the content and take out
all the technical words. People don't like to be spoken to as if
they know nothing.

A better way to describe this crop to the person with no
farming experience would be to start by relating the crop you
are telling them about to something they know.

101
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For example, if you were talking about canola you could say:

Do you use oil to cook with or
margarine on your bread? Many
of these are made from oilseed
crops and canola is one of them.

Show them a sample of the crop if you can. Looking at
something often helps a person understand and remember.

Once the person knows what you are talking about then you
can move on to less familiar information. Now you can talk
about:

planting

soil conditions

harvesting

diseases.

You don't have to leave out all the technical words. This is part
of informing people and giving them the correct terms. Use the
correct terms where necessary, but explain them as they come
up. Emphasise them, repeat them or spell them for the listener.

When I say the pH level of my
soil is 6.5, that means the soil is

slightly acidic.

32
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As you talk, check that the person is understanding by looking
at them to see if they are nodding in agreement or looking
confused. Ask if they have questions.

dvilvitd_ Activity 11

Look back at the 10 terms you wrote down in the last activity
(Activity 10). Think about how you would explain the meaning
of these terms to someone. Write down your explanation for 5
of them.

Do you understand what I meant
by checking the pH levels?.

Plainly speaking

Technical or difficult language is sometimes used deliberately.

Some people think using long words and technical terms makes
them seem clever and well-informed. They are more concerned
with how they appear, rather than if they are communicating
well.
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This is what a visiting vet products representative said to a
group of trainees from the cattle industry. He meant to tell
them a vaccine for salmonella was available. Instead he said:

Innovative, newly developed live
genetically attenuated salmonella

vaccines are now available
domestically.

No wonder the audience looked worried.

Technical language can be used to:

confuse listeners

hide information.

Politicians often do this when they talk about why they won't
lower taxes or provide services to rural communities!

Technical terms and long confusing sentences make it difficult
for learners. Listeners will just turn off and stop listening.

If you think someone is using language to hide the real facts,
ask questions. Ask them to explain themselves more clearly.

When you say the school is not
"economically viable", do you mean

you are going to close it?
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ovit0 Activity 12

This activity will help you practise explaining yourself clearly. If
you were asked these questions by a non-farming member of
your community, how would you answer them?

Think about the answers you would give.

1. What fertilisers and chemicals do you use at your farm?

2. Why do you use these fertilisers and chemicals?

3. Aren't fertilisers and chemicals bad for the environment?

4. Aren't products better grown without fertilisers and
chemicals?

Think about your answers now.

1. What technical terms did you use?

2. What words and ideas would.be difficult for non-farmers
to understand?

3. How could you answer these questions without using
technical terms?

4. How easy is this to do?
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Landcare

Landcare is becoming more and more important. In the past,
many of the common farming practices damaged the land. We
are living with this damage today. As a result, many farmers
have changed their farming methods.

Common problems

Some common landcare problems include:

salinity

erosion

weeds

rabbits and foxes

dOvit,i_ Activity 13

What landcare problems can you see in the pictures? Label the
pictures.

36
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Figure 6: Landcare problems
Photos courtey of Victorian Landcare nraga#ne
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What other landcare problems exist in Australia? What can be
done about improving the situation?

tc"''i. 14

Landcare survey
Landcare groups often send surveys to landowners to collect
information about the condition of the land. This information
helps everybody to prepare a plan for the area. Here is an
example of a survey:

38
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LANDCARE SURVEY
'Which catchment issues listed below do you consider are serious
problems, even if they affect you directly or not? (please tick box)

Which ones do you think may not be serious but still concern you?
(please tick box)

Which do you think are the issues that are generally well managed
throughout the catchment? (please tick box)

Rank the top three issues important to you on the left hand side
(please number: 1 = highest).

Weeds
any particular one/s?

Serious
problem

Have
concerns

Well
managed

Rabbits & foxes 0 D D
Quality of our waterways D LI LI

Salinity LI D D
Erosion 0 D D
Clearance of native
vegetation

D D D

Loss of native wildlife 0 0 D
Roadside management 1:1 0 D

Public land use
(i.e. use and management
of reserves, parks, beaches)

D D D

Planning for urban and
semi-rural development

Comments

How do you use your land?

Road Name. Ph:

Figure 7: Thompson's Creek Catchment Survey
Reprinted with permission from Victorian Landeare magaine
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1. Read the survey and complete it for your own farm.

2. What steps could be taken to improve the situation
regarding Landcare on your farm? The pictures below
may help you.

Figure 8: LandCare Solutions
Photos courtey of Victorian Landcare magaine
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Model answers

Activity 1

1. income money coming in

2. export something sold out of the country

3. market a place where products can be sold

4. consumers people who buy and use a product

5. convenience

products products which are ready to use

6. domestic at home

7 . annually every year

8. import something bought in from another country

9. demand the need or want for a product

10. marketing finding out about where to sell your product

Activity 2

1. Taiwan, Korea and Japan

2. Processed foods and foods containing wheat flour; wine;
lean beef; cut flowers; fresh fruit.

3. Rising incomes have changed consumer habits. There are
more convenience stores and hypermarkets. Consumers
want pre-packaged convenience foods. They will buy
quality imported foods.
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Activity 3

Australian farmers now export a lot of products to Asia. Asian
consumers like Australian food because it is high quality and
different to what they grow at home. Demand for Australian
products is rising. There are many opportunities for Australian
farmers in the Asian market. Good marketing will make Asian
people more aware of Australian products.

Activity 7

a) varieties

b) adaptability

c) sowing time

d) sowing rate

e) sowing depth

f) diseases

g) pests

h) harvesting

a

I
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Introduction

Welcome to this unit of the SMAT materials, Agricultural
Production 3.

SMAT stands for Support Materials for Agricultural Training.
SMAT will help you improve your written and spoken
communication skills and your numeracy skills, so you can
succeed at training programs or communicate more successfully
in your workplace.

This unit helps you with the reading, writing and spoken
communication skills you need to deal with agricultural
production. This unit is not a course in agricultural production,
but it will support you if you do a course in agricultural
production.

Where this fits

SMAT has four topics: Agricultural Production, Farmers as
Employers, Farm Management and Leadership and Occupational

Health and Safe.

This unit is Level 3 of Agricultural Production. There are three
units of Agricultural Production.. Level 1 (starting), 2 (continuing)
and 3 (completing). Each unit has two parts: Communication
Skills and Numeracy.

After you finish this unit, you could try the other units at the
same level: Occupational Health and Safeo 3, Farmers as Employers 3,
Farm Management and Leadership 3.

You do not have to complete every unit in SMAT. It is up to
you to choose the most useful parts and work through them.

How to use these materials

You can use the SMAT materials by yourself, with someone to
help you, or in a group or class. It is hard to work by yourself,
so it is a good idea to have someone who can give you advice
and feedback (a mentor). This person could be a trainer from a
college or community centre, a relative, a neighbour or a friend.
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The unit is written so you can start at the beginning and work
through it. Or if you like you can choose parts of the unit and
only do those parts. Spend more time on the parts which are
most useful for you. If something is not useful, you can skip it.

There is no certificate to go with the SMAT materials. But
SMAT helps you improve your skills so you can do other
courses and get other certificates. For example: Farm$mart,
Rural Business Management, and courses run by the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment. You will
also find that working through SMAT improves the
communication and numeracy skills that you need in your
working life.

Outcomes

After you finish the SMAT materials you will be able to
communicate more effectively in speech and writing and use
numeracy skills more effectively. You will be able to complete a
list of resources, access expert advice and prepare a negotiation
with your bank.

How long should I spend?

This depends on you. The amount of time will be different if
you are working by yourself or in a group, with a mentor or
without, and if you do all the activities or not. Take enough
time to do all the activities that are relevant to you, to a
standard high enough to satisfy you.

Activities

Each unit has a number of activities for you to do. In the
communications units there are four types of activities:

key word activities

reading activities

writing activities

spoken communication activities.
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In the numeracy units there are numeracy activities.

Sometimes you can write answers to these activities in the book.
Sometimes it is better to write them in a notebook. Sometimes
for the spoken communication activities you will need to go
and speak to some other people.

In some places there are also practice writing and practice
reading activities. These are extra activities. You can choose to
do them if you think you want extra practice in something.

Most of the activities have model answers in the back of the
book. You can also ask your mentor to check your answers.

What you need

Before you start, make sure you have the following:

a notebook (A4 size is best)

pens, pencils, highlighter pens

a file or folder to keep extra papers.

Assessment

There is no formal assessment for SMAT. But it is a good idea
to have a mentor look at what you have done. That way you can
decide together what you have learned and what you need to
improve.

Remember, the SMAT materials are a resource for you to use to
improve your skills. It is up to you how you use them and how
much of them you use.
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Conservation and landcare

Conservation and landcare are hot topics these days. Lots of
farmers are realising that the old ways of doing things are not
necessarily the best ways.

These photographs shows some of the effects of the
agricultural methods of the past. What problems have been
caused?

Figure 1: Soil erosion problems
Photos courteo, of Victorian Lanticare Magatine
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Julie, a conservation farmer from the Port Phillip district, says
"Lots of farmers don't look after their farms. They knock every
tree down and don't think about wetlands and shelter. They use
too much fertiliser and it ends up in the rivers and the bay. We
have to change our whole approach."

But Kevin of Shelford, a farmer involved in Landcare, says:
"Over the last few years the changes in attitude have been
enormous. Many farmers are now committed to the
environment. We are tackling salinity, improving pasture,
regenerating native vegetation and developing sustainable
farming practices."

0 d_ Activity 1

1. What do you think? Have farmers changed their attitude
to the environment, and what are they doing about it?

2. What environmental problems exist in your local area?
What can you and others do about them?

Write some ideas here:
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Here are some key words related to this topic.

Landcare
degraded land

erosion

salinity (salting)

acidity

organic

land protection

wetlands

sustainable

o'vAv%._ Activity 2

Here is a newspaper report of a survey about the condition of
the environment on Australia's farms. Read it in detail, then
look at the activities which follow.

Page 6 17 September 1996

A new Australian Bureau of
Statistics report shows that 16.4
million hectares of land in
Australia are degraded in some
way, including 473 000 hectares in
Victoria. In general, the situation
is worse in Queensland and New
South Wales.

Wind erosion is most common in
inland cropping and grazing areas,
but the number of dust storms has
reduced since 1942.

Improved land management is
probably a factor. The survey also
shows that farmers have begun to
realise the need for protection of the
environment. In 1993, 18 000 farm
businesses (17% of the total) were
involved in Landcare. By 1997 there
were 3000 Landcare groups across
Australia, involved in activities such
as tree planting and revegetation, soil
conservation, pest control and
alternative crop farming.

- 1216
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1. The article has no title. Which of these three possible
titles do you think is the most suitable? Choose one and
write it above the article.

Land healthy and productive, says survey.

Farmers respond to environment crisis.

No future for Australia's farmers.

2. Here are the first halves of four sentences. Complete
each sentence in a way that makes sense. You can use
information from the article, but you do not have to use
the exact same words.

A common problem is

The situation in Victoria

Farmers are taking action to

3. What is the main point of the article?

4. Do you agree with the writer?
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Gathering information

Margaret and Don have a traditional grain and sheep farm in
western Victoria. They are worried about the condition of
their land. They have noticed that as the years go by the soil
structure is deteriorating. They want to make sure the farm is
in good condition to hand on to their children and
grandchildren, so they decide to look into other ways of
farming.

They want their land to improve like others they have seen. At
the same time, they are not getting the prices they used to get
for wheat and barley. They are thinking of diversifying.

Figure 2: Before and after diversification
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Photos courteg of Victorian Landcare Magazine

Here are some questions they have:

Is traditional farming good for the land?

How can we make sure our farm is still productive in our
children's and grandchildren's time?

What are conservation farming methods?

What are the problems of changing to conservation
farming?

dolvitd_ Activity 3

1. Think of some other questions Ron and Margaret may
need to ask and write them here:

2. Margaret and Ron have heard of conservation farming,
but they want to obtain more information.
Where could they go and what could they do to find
information? Make a list of possible sources of
information here:
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You may have thought of these sources of information:

government departments like the Department of Natural
Resources and the Environment (DNRE)

schools, colleges, community centres and universities

CD-ROM and the Internet

farmers organisations like the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF)

local farmers' groups

company representatives and agents

stock and station agents

media, including television and radio programs,
newspapers and magazines

libraries.

Different people can help you find information:

government officers

officers at farmers' organisations

family, friends, other farmers and neighbours

librarians

teachers and trainers at schools and colleges

rural counsellors.

Activity 4

Start a database of sources of information that could help you.

Record the names, addresses and contact numbers of people
and organisations that can provide you with information about
conservation farming.

How can you obtain information from these sources? You can
try:

1
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talking to people

participating in training

writing letters to people

reading

using computers.

It is usually easy to find a lot of information about a topic. In
fact, you can easily get too much information! That means you
have to be selective about exactly what you want. You need to
choose information that is relevant and up-to-date.

At the local TAFE College library, Margaret and Ron find a
CD-ROM of newspaper articles. With the help of a librarian,
they search for articles about conservation farming. They find
the title of a number of articles. Which articles do you think
would be most relevant?

Page 6

e Weekly TimesC Thonservation
farming asuccess in Zambia.

Page 3 The Weekly Times

Canadian expert says conservation
farming is the way of the future.

The Weekly TImes

Page 3

Conservation farming in Victoria

- the zero till approach.
Page 6

The Weekly TunesFarmers are not environmentalvandals, says NFF head.
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The third article would probably be the most useful for
Margaret and Ron. They decide to start with the article about a
farm where conservation farming methods are used.

oWlis Paragraphs and topic sentences

Long articles are divided into short sections called paragraphs.
Each paragraph describes a part of the topic. In each paragraph
there is usually one sentance, often the first, which tells you the
main idea of the paragraph. By looking at topic sentences you
can quickly get an idea of the meaning of the article.

0"olvitd. Activity 5

Here is the article about a conservation farm. As you read it,
think about Margaret and Ron's questions about conservation
farming.

Page 6 Farming Today

Conservation farming in Australia
- the zero till approach
(a)
In that year there was a drought
and dust storms that blew away
most of their topsoil. At the time
they had a traditional grain farm
growing wheat and oats, and
some stock. They sold all their
stock and decided to change
their approach to grain farming
(b)
Yvonne says "It was hard to fmd
information, because there were
people doing conservation
farming in the USA and Canada,
but very few in Australia." So
the Postlethwaites had to fmd
out themselves by experience.
(c)
They have worked out new
farming practices leaving the
stubble in the ground. They
harvest the crop 20cm from the
ground, then plough and sow
through the stubble. Yvonne

says "When we say 'zero till'
we mean 'zero till' - all the
stubble stays in the ground."
They do not slash or spread the
stubble. It takes 8 to 10 years for
the stubble to break down
completely.
(d)
Because they changed their
methods of ploughing, the
Postlethwaites had to sell all
their machinery, which was not
suitable any more. It was
difficult to fmd new machinery,
so they had to develop and build
their own.
(e)
The stubble holds the soil
together so it will not break up
and blow away. As the stubble
breaks down it provides
nutrients, emiching the soil.
Worms are attracted to the soil
because it is not ripped up every
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year. There are fewer weeds
and so there is less need to use
fertilisers.
(f)
The Postlethwaites rotate their
crops and they have diversified
into other cereals such as
barley, and legumes including
faba beans, chickpeas, lentils,
oilseeds, canola, linola,
safflower and sorghum. They
leave a three year gap before
repeating a crop. This reduces
diseases, which means there is
less need for fertiliser.
(8)
Conservation farming is not
just zero tillage, crop rotation
or less fertiliser. As Yvonne
says, "It's a whole
conservation package not just
one thing."
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1. The first sentence in the above article has been removed
from each paragraph and the sentences have been mixed
up. Choose one sentence 1) to 7) and write it in the
correct space a) to g). This will help you see how topic
sentences are connected to paragraphs.

1) At the time there was not much information available
about conservation farming methods and zero tillage.

2) Yvonne and Alan Postlethwaite of St Arnaud realised
they had to change their farming methods in 1982.

3) There are several advantages to leaving the stubble in
the ground.

4) All of these methods work together.

5) Variety of crops is an important part of the system.

6) Over three years they did not burn any stubble.

7) It was not easy to make the change.

2. After reading the article, look back at the questions
Margaret and Ron asked about conservation farming.
Which of Margaret and Ron's question are answered in
the article? What information do you think they would
still need? Write some more questions here about
conservation farming.

13
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This activity will help you practise your research skills. Use the
information sources and the people whose names you wrote
down earlier to find out as much as you can about one of these
topics:

zero till agriculture

permaculture

diversification

a particular crop that interests you, such as olives

any other topic that interests you.

129
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Consulting the experts

When you are researching something, you would be wise to go
to training sessions and talk to experts in conservation farming.
These experts could include:

agricultural scientists

farmers who have experience in conservation farming

agricultural trainers.

However, you need to be careful who you approach and how
you view the advice you are given.

Yetta Pazzaro was keen to take a zero till approach on her grain
farm some years ago. It was a fairly new idea in Australia at the
time and she found few farmers who knew much about it. She
approached some agricultural scientists with her ideas and this
is the response she got.

They told me I was naive and
didn't understand the whole

process.

Basically, they tried to
confuse me with all their

technical words and science.

I knew it was done in the United
States, but they discouraged me

telling me the conditions here were
not suited to zero till

It was only when I contacted
some farmers in Canada that

I got anywhere.
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When buying a new piece of farm equipment or a new car,
what research do you do before buying it ?

List some ideas here:

Assessing the advice

When buying an expensive item such as a car or a piece of
machinery, most of us do a great deal of research.

We:

decide what our needs are

find out what is available

talk to others who have made a similar purchase

investigate who makes the equipment and what they offer

shop around for a good deal.

You need to be just as thorough when you shop around for
experts. If you attend a talk, a training session or arrange a
consultation with an expert, you want the best advice from
people who know what they're talking about. Before you accept
the advice of an expert you need to check on:

their experience in the relevant area

16 131
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their qualifications

who they are working for.

You need to feel confident that they can give you up-to-date,
impartial advice. Often, other farmers can tell you who they
have found useful to consult. It's a good reference.

To get the most out of the training session or meeting with an
expert, there are things you can do before and during the
session.

Define your needs

Before you attend the talk or session, think about:

what information you want

the questions that will give you the information you need.

The questions you prepare should be open questions. That is,
questions that will give you detailed information, rather then a
yes/no response.

What's the difference between
minimum and zero till?

What's the point in leaving the
stubble in the ground?

17
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Actively listen

At the interview or training session, carefully listen and consider
the information that is given. Look for the central message and
repeated ideas. Focus on the content, rather than the person,
their tone of voice or the way they pronounce their words. Take
notes for later reference.

Assess how sure the speakers seem about the topic. Do they
seem confident talking about the area? Can they answer
unplanned questions? Do they admit when they don't know
something?

Try to work out how the speaker stands in relation to the topic.
Is there another side to the information?

Evaluate what is being said. Ask yourself:

does this fit in with what I already know?

is this new information?

am I getting the full picture or are there gaps in the
information?

Ask questions to clarify this. The response will help you work
out how genuine and reliable the information is.

Sounds as though you think a
zero till approach would not
work with the crops I grow.

You seem to think it's a bit of a
gamble, this conversation approach
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Question the experts

Ask your prepared questions and follow-up with more probing
questions to:

get more detail

clarify a point

check on your understanding.

How long does it take the
stubble to break down?

How often do you recommend
crop rotation?

I heard fertilisers are still needed.
Is this your view?

Remember, experts in a field can overlook the fact that other
people do not share their knowledge or technical language.

Let them know you don't understand by asking questions.

Can you go back over that?

rm not sure I understood your
response to that last question.

134
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Another way of checking that you have understood is to
paraphrase what has been said in your own words.

So you're saying that there is no
need to plough up the stubble?

You can also summarise what has been said. This helps you
organise the information you have received and lets the speaker
know if anything has been missed or needs restating.

Your main message seems to be that
zero till will work if farmers are

prepared to invest time and money
introducing it on their farms.

Review the information

After the session, go back over your notes. Talk to others who
may have been at the same session. Think back over the
information you got. Ask yourself:

What else do I need to know?

What didn't I find out?

How reliable was the information I got?

Just as you probably wouldn't buy the first tractor you saw in a
show room, don't just rely on information from one source.
Talk to other farmers, ring up your industry representatives or
try the Internet. Keep looking for advice or training that gives
you all the information you need.

-20 1 '3 5
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0,1v1,,L. Activity 8

Next time you attend a talk or a training session or hear
someone interviewed on the radio, evaluate the information you
hear.

1. What is the topic?

2. What is the speaker's expertise in the area?

3. What information is given?

4. Is any of it new to you?

5. What other information would you have liked?

6. Do you think this information reliable? Why, or why not?

21
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Negotiating with the bank

Once Margaret and Ron decided to try a zero till approach, they
found they had to purchase a new seeder. This meant they
needed to negotiate with the bank to restructure their loan.

Here's what Margaret had to say about her approach to banks.
She emphasises it's as much about presenting yourself well, as
being able to put your case.

Some farmers jump off their tractor and
go to see the bank manager in their working

clothes. Already they're at a disadvantage. It's
the manager's office, he's in a suit and tie and
you're in your overalls. I make sure I dress up

and look just as professional as he does.

She also gave this advice about preparing for the negotiation.

I've always done my homework
beforehand. I work out what I want, the

terms we are prepared to accept and
what we won't negotiate on. I work out
what I think the bank will ask and how I

will answer their questions.

22
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In the interview, it's time to present your case. Margaret says it's
important to be straightforward in the interview from the start
and present your situation honestly and simply. This is what she
does.

I tell them up front where we've come
from, where we are now and where we

want to go. I want them to see
themselves as part of our vision. Then I

state what we want from them.

However, negotiating with a bank is not all just talk. It's about
proving you're a reliable investment.

This is how Margaret does it.

I have the documents at my fingertips
the accounts, details of our assets, the
bank statements and proposed payment
schedules. I take in our farm plan and go

through it with the bank manager.

Negotiations are also about hearing what the other party has to
offer. It's important here to listen carefully to their terms and
see what is up for negotiation. Ask questions to clarify anything
that is unclear.
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Margaret talks about how her homework paid off.

The bank manager said he was willing to
restructure our loan, but I wanted more

than that. I knew that there was a
possibility of an interest-only loan for

two years and I asked about that.

At the end of the negotiation it's important to give yourself
time to consider the offer. You may want to talk about the offer
with other people. Check that you understand what is being
offered by asking questions. Note down the terms to take away
with you.

Margaret advises:

Don't be rushed into anything. If they
won't give me what I want, I can always

shop around.

While Margaret makes it seem easy, negotiating with banks can
be stressful. You don't have to go in alone. Rural financial
counsellors are available to:

help you prepare for the interview

go to the interview with you.

Cheryl Mora, a financial counsellor, gives this advice about
negotiating with banks. She says it's important to communicate
with your creditors.

i 3 9
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Debt doesn't go away if you ignore it.
It just causes you to worry. Sometimes
peace of mind is a phone call away. It's
only through talking to creditors that

solutions can be found.

00vitu_ Activity 9

1. You need to go to the local bank to apply for a loan to
buy new farm equipment.

How would you prepare for the interview?

How would you present yourself at the interview?

Outline how you would prove to the bank that you
are a reliable investment.

What documents would you take with you?

What would you do at the end of the interview?

2. Have you ever negotiated with a bank? Think about your
experience. What advice would you give to someone who
is approaching a bank for the first time?
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